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UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHAMPTON 

ABSTRACT 

FACULTY OF PHYSICAL SCIENCES AND ENGINEERING 

ELECTRONICS AND COMPUTER SCIENCE 

Master of Philosophy 

DEGRADATION PROCESSES OF VOIDS IN SOLID DIELECTRICS UNDER AC 

APPLIED FIELDS 

by Tianyu Bai 

This Thesis is concerned with an experimental study into the degradation processes 

that occur when voids in solid dielectric materials experience high applied electric 

fields. A method has been developed for manufacturing 2mm thick samples of 

silicone rubber that contain a single gas void of around 1mm diameter. Samples are 

simultaneously electrically stressed under an applied ac sinusoidal voltage of 

11-12kV for 6 hours that is then increased to 12-17kV. During the stressing period, 

partial discharge (PD) data is regularly acquired. The samples are then inspected for 

signs of degradation. Degraded samples that have not suffered catastrophic failure 

and contain pits or evidence of damage were then cut open using an RMC MT-7 

ultra-microtome equipped with a CR-21 cryo-system set at -110
。
C in order to provide 

a surface containing open segments that can be assessed using spectroscopic 

techniques. 

 

The experiment is repeatable and the obtained degraded samples and the  

degradation areas of microtomed samples have been analysed using Raman 

spectroscopy to identify the chemical content of the degraded areas and obtained 

improved images using a scanning electron microscope (SEM) at the void /silicone 

rubber interface. In addition, the obtained PD patterns have been used to make a 

comparison between measurement and simulation results obtained using a physical 

model implemented in Matlab.  
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1 
 

  Chapter 1 Introduction 

1.1 Background 

Micro-defects such as micro-cavities, protrusions and contaminants will occur in 

insulation materials due to defects introduced during manufacture [1]. These 

defects might not be detectable during factory testing of equipment, but their 

effect might become obvious when they are operating under service stress [2]. 

One possible defect is the inclusion of voids within a solid dielectric. The lower 

permittivity in the voids leads to a higher electric field within the void than in the 

surrounding electrical insulator [3], which may result in partial discharge (PD) 

activity. The two conditions that lead to PD occurring in the void are that the 

applied field is above the inception field and there are also free electrons 

available [2]. During the PD event, free charges with high energy will bombard 

the surface of the void [4]. Due to chemical modification and thermal degradation 

to the surface of void, it is hypothesized that pits will initially occur at the 

interface between voids and the insulation dielectric due to a further 

intensification and localization of the PD process [5]. In the next stage, it is 

proposed that initiation of bow-tie electrical trees will generate from 

micro-cavities under sustained high electric fields due to further concentration of 

PD behaviour at the tip of pits [1,3,4]. If this is the case then ultimately, the 

insulation material will breakdown due to the propagation of electrical trees 

generated from voids [1,3,4]. Therefore, according to the development of 

degradation processes from voids described above, it will have a detrimental 

impact on the insulation integrity of power equipment. 
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1.2 Research aims and objectives 

According to previous research [3,5], the degradation processes of voids have 

been focused in polyethylene. The PD patterns, PD current and PD magnitude 

have been detected and analysed following with aging time [6,7,8]. Moreover, 

Morshuis [9] has found that degradation processes in polymers such as 

polyethylene can create three categories of by-products: gases, liquids and solids. 

A number of images on degraded voids in polyethylene have been taken by 

microscope [5,10,11]. However, the degradation processes of voids silicone 

rubber have not yet been reported. From the experiments conducted within the 

Tony Davies High Voltage Laboratory into the investigation of electrical trees in 

silicone rubber, it has been shown that it is easier to degrade silicone rubber than 

other commonly used insulator materials. Therefore, this project concentrates on 

studying the development of bow-tie electrical trees from voids in silicone rubber. 

In addition, revised physical models based on time-step analysis of local electric 

fields using Finite Element Analysis (FEA) [2] have been developed to simulate 

the observed PD behavior. These models have been adapted to include the 

degradation processes observed in experiments, this offers some understanding 

into the changes in electrical property as samples degrade. Raman spectroscopy is 

used to analyse the chemical content (carbon) of degraded samples and identify 

chemical changes that the samples experience due to degradation processes under 

high electric fields. This analysis also aids identification of the root cause for 

breakdown during degradation processes. 

 

1.3 Contributions of the Thesis 

This thesis contributes to the understanding of the degradation processes due to 

partial discharge in voids in silicone rubber under ac electrical fields. In this 

project, the following contributions have been made: 
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1) Development of an experiment to study degradation behaviour of voids in 

silicone rubber. 

 

2) Proposed modifications to an existing physical model simulating PD patterns 

and pulses which were obtained from measurement in voids in order to account 

for degradation processes according to changing different parameters (EGR, 

effective charge decay time constant, maximum surface conductivity on 

degradation areas). 

 

3) Through the use of spectroscopy, establishment of links between chemical 

changes of the surface of the void with changes in electrical properties during 

degradation. 

1.4 Outline of the Thesis 

 

From a review of the published literature, PD behaviour in the voids and tree 

initiation and tree propagation from voids are introduced in detail in Chapter 2 

and Chapter 3. Sample preparation, the experimental setup, as well as 

experimental methodology is presented in Chapter 4. In Chapter 5, the results 

including PD patterns of degradation processes, images of degraded samples. 

Raman microprobe analysis and SEM microscopy on microtomed samples and 

unmicrotomed samples are described and discussed in Chapter 6. In addition, 

Raman microprobe analysis on breakdown of epoxy resin containing voids is also 

presented in Chapter 6. The comparison between experimental results and 

simulation results for silicone rubber samples is discussed in Chapter 7.  Finally, 

Chapter 8 contains conclusions and suggested future work for this project. 
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Chapter 2  PD in Voids in Solid  

Dielectrics 

It is assumed that during the process of forming an electrical tree- like growth, PD 

can be detected occurring in the void at first. This chapter describes that main 

processes by which PDs occur in a void. Specifically, avalanche processes, 

streamer processes, voltage variation in the voids and other factors which have an 

impact on PD behaviour in the void are discussed. 

 

 2.1 Avalanche Processes 

 

The mechanism of an avalanche breakdown process is well understood [3, 12]. 

When the applied field within the void is larger than an inception field and there 

are free electrons available, PD will take place in the void. At first, the avalanche 

process will occur within the void, which is a non self-sustaining process. An 

original electron close to the cathode causes an avalanche. This single avalanche 

will lead to a discharge which was not self-sustaining. The discharge plasma will 

stop very quickly.  The primary avalanche probably indirectly creates other ' 

secondary ' electrons from or close to the cathode which probably leads to 

secondary avalanches for different reasons discussed below. Therefore, this 

process probably becomes self-sustaining. After the ions and electrons created by 

the first avalanche have make a movement through the gap, a current will go on 

flowing. The inception voltage for Townsend discharges is related to the size of 

void and the configuration of the void and the category of gas. Also, the density 

of gas molecules is another important factor.  

 

An electron injected from the cathode obtains kinetic energy from the electric 
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field in Townsend theory. If the mean free path related to collisions in a specific 

field is very high, then the energy probably is sufficient to lead to ionization when 

the collision with the molecule, which can generate a free electron. Therefore, 

these two electrons will then collide with other molecules and an avalanche 

probably is created. An initial ionization coefficient,  , is defined by Townsend 

as the number of electrons generated via an electron when moving via unit 

distance of gas in the field. In a distance dx , the increase of the number of free 

electrons, dn , is defined as dxn . n  is the number of free electrons at a 

distance x  from the cathode; ie                                                                           

 

                             n
dx

dn
                          (2.1)            

 

Integrating ndxdn   and readjusting gives the number of electrons at x  as : 

 

                        
}e x p {)( 0 xnxn 

                    (2.2)
 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                       

0n  can be defined as the number of initial electrons at x  equals zero, the 

cathode. Due to the electron avalanche, the current thus increases when the anode 

is close to it. As the anode is collided by the electrons, the immediate 

establishment of current due to electrons is also almost exponential with the 

maximum current taking place  

 

The theory of a single avalanche has been described above. This is not 

self-sustaining unless there are a number of cathode electrons available and that is 

not normally in agreement with it. Typically, times for the finish of such an 

avalanche are of the order of nanoseconds. Thus, this cannot clearly indicate the 

terminated discharge which is of the order of microseconds in typical. In the 

description from [3], Townsend suggested that the avalanche will lead to further ' 
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secondary ' electrons which are produced from cathode, thus if at least another 

one secondary electron is generated from the cathode for each avalanche, the 

process will carry on indefinitely. The three most important factors of secondary 

electron emission are, excited and metastable atom impact emission, photoelectric 

emission and positive ion impact emission. 

 

It is also reasonable other ionization and electrode processes (e.g. 

photo- ionization of gas molecules) appear. The behavior lead to streamer 

processes and are discussed in the next section. The probability that a secondary 

electron is created at the cathode as an indirect creation of a initial collision 

process in the gap is defined as Townsend 's secondary ionization coefficient, γ. 

The critical value of γ for which a self-sustained avalanche takes place means that 

one secondary electron is created for all the initial collision processes taking 

place in one avalanche. For every avalanche, it will create a secondary electron in 

indirectly way at the cathode which will cause the following avalanche ad 

infinitum. As the number of primary ionization collisions is normally high, a 

small value of γ can still lead to a self-sustaining discharge. 

 

For each electron emitting from the cathode, there will be, 

 

                            1de

                          (2.3) 

                                                                                                                           

ionization collisions before the electrons reach on the anode, a distance x is equal 

to d , from the cathode. The number of secondary electrons created will therefore 

be,    

 

                          

                           )1( de
                        (2.4)
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If this is at least unity, another avalanche will be created and the process is 

self-sustained. Therefore, the Townsend criterion for a self-sustained discharge 

is : 

 

 

                          1)1( de                        (2.5)          

                                                                        
 

Or          

                             1de
                         (2.6) 

                                                 

                                                                                      

because eαd is usually much greater than 1. 

 

 2.2 The Streamer Processes 

 

The theory behind the streamer process has been widely reported in [3,12]. It is 

found that if an overvoltage is increased adequately and the void is not so small, 

the discharge current, though beginning like a Townsend discharge, immediately 

increases by at least an order of magnitude as streamer discharge. This occurs at 

approximately the process of the discharge which will be related to the decreases 

in electric current in a Townsend discharge. When it has reached a maximum 

level, the current quickly decays in order that the total discharge time is in 

comparison with the Townsend discharge. It will show that the size of 

consecutive avalanches immediately begins to increase quickly due to the 

distortion of field created by the occurrence of positive space charge across the 

void. When the avalanching develops, higher energy photons probably lead to 

ionizations in the gas which accelerate avalanches from within the gap and also 
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those from the cathode. Due to an interaction between physical degradation and 

penetration of hot electrons, the surface of the anode will be more conductive in 

fields of especially intensive behavior. This which follows with the positive space 

charge will further intensify the local field. Avalanches which from the cathode 

and created from within the gas, will enhance these localities and then the 

discharge will separate into filaments. The positive space charge will make a 

movement towards the cathode resulting in intensification of further field. This 

can be defined as the return stroke of the streamer and then when reaching the 

cathode, a plasma of electrons and positive ions occurs in filaments across the 

void. After a streamer has appeared, the effective resistivity of the void with gas 

becomes low. Charges are quickly established on the dielectric surface, which 

increases the voltage across the solid dielectric and thus decreases the voltage 

across the void. This decreases void resistance and reduces void field and the 

increases in surface conductivity quickly terminates the discharge. 

 2.3 Influence of Applied Field and Space charge 

Ionization of the air can cause free positive charges and electrons within the voids 

during the process of gas discharge, the free charges will make a movement 

towards their charged electrode which polarity is opposite to them because of the 

presented electric field, which will have an important impact on the variation of 

voltage in the voids. 

 

The inception electric field of the void can be defined as [12-15] 

                    
]

)2(
1[

nlp
pr

B
pEE 

                       (2.7)

 

 

The parameters of ionization processes characterization in the gas include Elp, B 

and n, the pressure in the cavity can be defined as p and the radius of the cavity 

can be defined as r. Elp is 24.2VPa-1m-1, n is ½ and B is 8.6Pa-1/2 [3,15] for air. 

The inception voltage of cavity U+ can be produced by a FEA model [3]. U+ is the 
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voltage throughout the cavity while the inception electric field is achieved. While 

the voltage Uc throughout the cavity is larger than the inception voltage U+, a 

discharge will occur in the cavity which will provide a free electron in the cavity 

to make an avalanche begin to take place. When the voltage Uc through the cavity 

decreases to the value is smaller than extinction voltage U-, PD will stop in the 

void. 

 

Figure 2.1 describes a figure of a dielectric where the thickness of a disc-shaped 

cavity is d and the thickness of a disc is t. Also, an analogue circuit is shown in 

the figure 2.1. In the figure 2.1, Cc means the capacitance of cavity, Cb means the 

capacitance in series with Cc, and Ca means the capacitance of the other 

dielectrics.  

 

 

Figure 2.1 A discharge in void and the equivalent circuit of the discharge in the 

cavity [12] 

When voltage across the cavity Vc is larger than inception voltage U+ of the gap 

under an applied voltage Va, PD will take place in voids. Figure 2.2 indicates that 

as Vc reaches U+, a discharge will happen, the voltage Vc decreases and the 

discharge stops. Then, the voltage through the cavity is rising until it achieves U+
 

when another discharge takes place. The discharge will occur when Vc is equal to 

U+ in every time. The dotted curve describes the voltage will appear in the cavity 
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if it cannot breakdown [5]. Vc reduces rapidly after the first PD has occurred 

because of charge deposition on the surface of cavity Us, which polarity is 

opposite to Vc [16]. 

     

Figure 2.2 Voltage U+ across the cavity, the opposite voltage Us in the void due to 

charges on the void surface and sequence of discharge i  under applied voltage 

[12,16] 

2.4 Factors that Influence PD in Voids 

 

Some factors have an important impact on PD behaviour in the void. The 

occurrence of PD in the void is related to the decay of void surface charge, 

statistical time lag and the frequency and magnitude of the applied voltage. 

 

2.4 .1 Cavity Surface Charge Decay 

There are two conditions that cause cavity surface charge decay during the PD 

process. The first is recombination behavior between negative charges and 

positive charges. The second is electron diffusion behavior that the electrons 

move from shallow traps onto deep traps near to the surface of void in the solid 
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dielectric.  

The accumulated charges decay rate because of PD on the surface of cavity via 

conduction along the surface of cavity is determined by the applied frequency and 

the surface conductivity [17-19]. The changes of conductivity on cavity surface is 

determined by the degradation level [20,21]. Figure 2.3 describes the conductivity 

on the surface of the cavity depending on the direction of U0 and the magnitude of 

Us. 

 

 

Figure 2.3 The changes of movement of PD free charges and electric field 

conditions (a) when Ucav has the opposite polarity in comparison with US and (b) 

when Ucav has the same polarity in comparison with US respectively [22]. 

 

Figure 2.3(a-b) presents the PD free charges move along the cavity surface, 

which is related to the polarity of voltage of the cavity. When voltage because of 

the applied field in the cavity, Us and voltage because of surface charge from 

previous PD, Us have opposite polarity, however, when the magnitude of U0 is 

larger than Us, voltage throughout the cavity, the polarity of Ucav then is opposite 

to Us. This leads to free charges because of previous PD which are deposited on 

the surface of cavity to make a movement towards the center of the lower and 

upper surface of cavity where they are accumulated by PD because of the impact 

of the electric field in the cavity, as shown in Figure 2.3(a).  

 

When the voltage because of the applied field in the cavity, U0 and voltage 

because of the surface charge from previous PD, polarity of Us is opposite. 
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However, when the magnitude of Us is larger than U0, or the polarity of Ucav is 

similar with Us when both of them have similar polarity. This results in free 

charges because of previous PD that are deposited on the surface of cavity 

making a movement towards the opposite way to where they are remained 

through the previous PD because of the impact of the electric field in the cavity, 

as shown in Figure 2.3(b) 

 

2.4.2 Statistical Time Lag during PD Activity 

 

Statistical time lag is an important factor in PD activity. Generally, the time 

interval between the initial generation rate and inception voltage is defined as the 

statistical time lag [23].  

 

Due to the change of the electron generation rate under electric field, the 

statistical time lag will be determined by the frequency and amplitude of the 

applied voltage [24]. The statistical time lag may vary between consecutive 

discharges [24]. The free electrons availability and the rate of charge decay 

determine the delay between two consecutive discharges [24]. 

 

As described in [3], electrons emitted from the cathode must obtain sufficient 

energy to overcome the work function barrier. This is impossible to take place as 

the spontaneous thermionic emission at temperatures below the melting point of 

most polymers and the void gas has a relatively low. It is impossible that the field 

would significantly improve the probability of electron emission due to the 

Fowler-Nordheim or Schottky effects [25]. The production of such electrons will 

therefore be from cosmic radiation, background radioactivity, and UV phonon 

incidents on the cathode surface. This will be a random process. Typical 

statistical lags are of the order of milliseconds and so cannot be ignored in the 
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analysis of the discharge process. Therefore, these are lags generally greater than 

the formation time of the avalanche. 

   2.4.3 Magnitude of applied voltage, Frequency and Size of void  

According to some measurements [26,27], the magnitude and frequency of the 

applied voltage will have a crucial impact on PD behaviour. Many authors have 

described that „turtle‟ like patterns are obtained and the 'rabbit-ear' like curves 

disappear using phase resolved PD (PRPD) analysis [27]. While the applied 

frequency is reduced, there are more PDs associated with a higher magnitude of 

charge than lower magnitude when the applied frequency is decreased.  This 

probably is because of the reason that surface charge decay influences within the 

cavity between continuous discharges are more important while the duration of 

the applied voltage rises. This leads to a reduction of the electron generation rate, 

which results in a rise of the statistical time lag and then discharges appears at 

voltage which is higher than the inception voltage. Also, the maximum PD 

magnitude on the „rabbit-ear‟ like increases while the applied voltage is rising. 

The number of PDs taking place with lower magnitude also rises. This is because 

the original electrons are easier to be obtained from surface of voids while the 

electric field is raised. Thus, this leads to in the increase of electron generation 

rate, which leads to the reduction of the statistical time lag. 

 

Additionally, it has been found that the number of PDs per cycle is higher in a 

smaller cavity than that in a larger cavity [28]. A larger cavity has a lower 

extinction voltage, which increases the duration for the voltage through the cavity 

to reach to the inception voltage for the following PD event, which results in that 

PD repetition rate is lower. Moreover, mean charge amplitude, the total charge 

per cycle and the maximum and minimum PD amplitude are lower for the smaller 

cavity than for the larger cavity. The diameter of cavity assures the maximum 

distance of propagation of the avalanche which occurs at the direction parallel to 
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the applied field and also the size of head of avalanche at the direction is 

perpendicular to the applied electric field. Therefore, for larger cavity, the size of 

avalanche can be larger, which will lead to individual PD charge with larger 

magnitudes. 

   2.4.4 Paschen's law and the influence of gas in the void 

 

Gas generally has a lower permittivity ( g ) than polymeric insulators ( ' ) [29] 

and so, when there is a gas filled void within a polymer under an impact of 

electrical field (E), the lower permittivity in the void results in electric field in the 

void (Ev) is higher than in the polymer insulation material [3], which will ensure 

that PD occurs in the void first. The conditions such as the type of insulation, the 

category of gas of the void, the size of the void and the configuration of the void, 

the gas pressure and the temperature of the system [29] all affect PD behaviour. 

For a disk-like void:                                                                                                                                                             

                          
g

v

E
E



 '

   [29]                  (2.8)                                  

If the voltage across the voids is raised to be larger than the breakdown voltage, 

then breakdown in the void can occur through the process of an accumulative 

Townsend electron avalanche ionization [18,30] and a PD will occur in the void. 

If g  is equal to 1, then the breakdown voltage is given by [30],  

 

                  
]/)1/(1[ '''  dddEV gb

                (2.9)                          
 

 

Eg can be defined as the dielectric electric strength of the enclosed gas, and d, d'  

are the thickness of the specimen and the cavity, respectively. The discharge in 

the void is in line with Paschen's law which indicates that the breakdown voltage 

(Vb) across a uniformly stressed gap is determined by the product between the 
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distance of the gap (d) and the density of the gas (ρ) as shown by [3]: 

                        

                             
)( dfVb 

                     (2.10)                                             

 

Figure 2.4 [31] shows a typical Paschen's curve for air and from this it can be 

concluded that there is a minimum breakdown voltage regardless of the size of 

gap or density of gas (for air this is 327V at a standard atmospheric pressure and 

a gap of 7.5 um [18] ). Also, this law shows that, for a constant gap spacing, the 

voltage required to break down the gas increases rapidly with a decrease in 

pressure below the point where the minimum voltage occurs due to a decrease of 

molecules within the gas and therefore an increase of the mean free path 

associated with the hot electrons [31].  

 

Paschen's law can be applied to PD behaviour in voids and allows identification 

of factors which influence behaviour and degradation of the polymer. The initial 

PD activity leads to an increase in temperature and in pressure within the void. 

Therefore, it will result in the breakdown voltage increasing until the gas cools or 

dissipates through the bulk of the polymer. Also, the PD causes polymer 

degradation to create gaseous products and increase the gas pressure. 

 

Figure 2.4  Typical Paschen curve for air across a gap [31] 
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2.5 . PD patterns in voids 

Typical PRPD patterns in voids are called either rabbit- like pattern or turtle-like 

pattern [32]. The typical PRPD patterns on rabbit- like pattern or turtle- like 

pattern are shown in Figure 2.5. The PRPD patterns for the turtle- like pattern is 

described in Fig.2.5(a). There is a number of electronegative gas in the void such 

as water and oxygen [33] at this stage.  Fig.2.5(b) shows the PRPD patterns for 

the rabbit- like pattem. The appearance of this pattern can be shown as below. 

There is not a lot of electronegative gas at this stage. However, its electron 

attached ability is strong. Thus, a much larger discharge occurs before a large 

time lag is obtained. The gas capable of further electron attachment is consumed 

after the first discharge in the same half cycle. This causes a decrease of the 

discharge statistical time lag and leads to a series of discharges with small 

magnitude. 

                 

                                      a) 

 

      b)      

Figure 2.5 PRPD patterns from a void  a) turtle-like  b) rabbit-like [32] 
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2.6 Summary 

The PD process can be divided into avalanche processes and streamer processes. 

Ionization of the gas will cause electrons and free positive ions within the void 

during the process of the formation of a discharge. The free charges will make a 

movement towards the charged electrode which polarity is opposite to them under 

the local electric field, which will make a collision on the surface of the void with 

extremely high speed. This behavior can lead to degradation, specifically, 

localized increase of temperature or initiate chemical by-products (such as O3 and 

NO2), therefore, degradation area, pits and channels may be formed, which are 

introduced in detail in the following chapters.   
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Chapter 3 Electrical Trees in Solid  

Dielectrics 

 

This chapter describes the mechanism of degradation behaviour for a void in a 

solid dielectric. The theoretical process that creates a tree from a void can be 

separated in to two parts: degradation processes to the solid dielectric material, 

formation of pits and ultimately generation of bow-tie electrical trees. Currently, 

the theory of bow-tie electrical trees has yet to be validated by experiment, so 

electrical trees produced using needle electrodes will be discussed in this chapter. 

Additionally, PD patterns of electrical trees generated from needles are included 

as they may be applicable to identification of trees growing from voids that do 

not have a needle present. 

3.1 Degradation behaviour in voids 

From a point with the enhanced field (such as the boundary at the interface 

between electrode and dielectric) or from a void with gas, an electrical tree 

probably begin to grow [34].  Because a tree is generated from a void with gas, 

the PD behavior occurs in the void is required to be focused on a specific area. 

The growth of crystal on the surface of a more oblate, flat cavity [35] indicates 

the PD behaviour and a serious degradation behavior of the insulation. This can 

be shown in Figure 3.1.   

 

The reason for the degradation behaviour can also be explained by [5]. Internal 

discharges in polyethylene initially cause surface erosion followed by the 

formation of a transparent resin which fluoresces in ultra-violet light. 
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  a) 

 

b) 

Figure 3.1  Serious damage of the polyethylene surface of a void. In the 

boundary of crystals, a crater is formed. The a) and b) were concentrated on the 

surface of cavity and on the surface of crater respectively [10]. 

 

Approximately 10pC (6 ×107 electrons) degraded some 10-15 cm3 of polyethylene 

(4 x 107 -CH2 groups) for each discharge, and this has been related [10] to thermal 

degradation as there will be a local immediate temperature rise of several hundred 

degrees centigrade if all the energy of discharge were changed into thermal 

energy at the dielectric surfaces. The approximate equation relationship between 

the number of -CH2 groups and the number of electrons generated from each 

discharge influenced proposes, as another description, that the collision breaks 

-CH2 groups from the chains of polymer. Walder [29] has shown cracks in 

polyethylene caused by the impact of ultra-violet light, which enhances an 

oxidation process, which leads to chain scission and produce a cross- linked 

polymer of lower molecular weight. This degradation product is similar to the 

results caused by internal discharges in polyethylene in order that ultra-violet 

light produced when the discharge probably also is related to the degradation. The 

rate of degradation increases quickly with increase of voltage which is larger than 

the inception voltage and the discharges focus on forming one or more deep „pits‟. 
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The energy created via each discharge increases with the length of the pit in order 

that the degradation propagates with increase of speed. In addition, the material 

which is obtained is further degraded to a dark brown non-transparent material 

and eventually to carbon. 

 

The discharge by-products that have been observed have been separated into 

three types: liquids, solids and gases. Except for crystallization, the other 

by-products have been found and reported in [5,9,10]. Wolter et al. [36,37] 

described the by-products of gases of polyethylene with low density, which  

caused by the corona discharges. The damage by-products can be regarded as 

carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, methane and hydrogen. The relationship 

between the radiative energy of the PD and polymer results in forming hydrogen. 

Oxidation from fragments of polymer chains was confirmed to cause the 

existence of carbon oxides.  

 

Liquid by-products can be regarded as the form of droplets [38,39] at the 

insulator surface for different kinds of materials, for example, epoxy, 

polypropylene and polyethylene, which is shown in Figure 3.2. Gamez-Garcia et 

al. [40] described that the droplets occurred in an atmosphere which has carbon 

monoxide and water. Morshuis [41] described that no droplets can be found if one 

of the chemical contents hydrogen, carbon or oxygen was not obtained. The 

process below is indicated [10,39] to result in the formation processes of the 

droplets: oxidation of polymer chains and scission leads to the formation of chain 

fragments (oligomers). These fragments which dissolve in water lead to that 

clusters are shown on the dielectric surface. A combustion process or gas 

atmosphere occurring on the surface of dielectric can create water. Sigmond et 

al.[41] described that the surfaces of polypropylene and polyethylene which 

experience discharges that create a number of water if oxygen has been obtained.  

The experiments in Morshuis [10] indicated that droplets were shown in a dry air 
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(RH is less than 5%). The time for formation was longer and number of droplets 

was smaller, which agrees on the behaviour that water is created when PD occurs. 

   

Figure 3.2 Liquid droplets on surface of artificial void in polyethylene specimen 

at 45X magnification [11] 

 

The enhancement of field of crystal tips results in intensifying and localizing the 

PD behaviour and the formation of pit has been found [5], which is assumed to 

lead to the formation of an electrical tree and enhance the electric field of the 

insulation. By optical methods, it has been confirmed that tree growth probably 

starts from the boundary of crystals [35] for flat cavities. Through the way of 

micro charge probes, Garcia Colon [42] has indicated that injection of electrons 

occurs at the tips, which agrees on the behavior that the formation of tree 

probably begins from these pits. Also, [5] showed that as pits grow from the void 

because concentration of the field in the dielectric near the periphery of the void 

may lead to serious deterioration by localized discharges in this area, the 

boundary at erosion is more rapid than at the centre of the void [5]. A deep pit 

which is shown in Figure 3.4 was found at the edge of the cavity. 

 

Additionally, following degradation processes to the surface of voids, pulseless 

PD or glow PD is normally thought to occur under a number of conditions in an 

enclosed void [43]. According to a number of reports [43,44,45], in the final stage 

of degradation process, PD current cannot be found. Then, a final breakdown will 

occur immediately. It is unable to assume the way to degradation of the insulation, 

when there is no PD detected. PD pulses obtained by optical or electrical 
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measurement method indicated that a number of very small PD pulses are 

detected, which cannot be obtained via traditional PD detection method with 

restricted ability of frequency.  

 

Tiny pulses of 1pC or less have an order of microseconds on repetition rate. This 

behavior has been defined as swarming micro PD. The swarming micro PD is 

recognized to be relevant to the decrease of overvoltage because of the ready 

supply of original electrons. A result caused by a small PD charge is given by a 

small overvoltage as the inception and extinction voltage are closer with each 

other. 

 

            

                         a)                               b) 

Figure 3.3 Uncarbonized pits at the periphery of a void enclosed in polyethylene, 

after 10.8 kV (twice the inception voltage) had been applied for 12 hours [5]. 

(a)Void of diameter 0.3 cm and depth 0.008 cm in disc of 0.11 cm thickness 

Surface erosion and pits at the periphery of void, magnified 50 times. 

(b) Section across the deepest pit shown in (a), magnified 44 times. 

 

Furthermore, authors in [5] have described the process of pits propagation. It can 

be seen from Fig 3.4 that a change in the processes of propagation of the pit 

appears to occur when the pit achieves a specific depth. When the primary pit 

occurred by degradation indicates a smooth circle configuration and the partial 

breakdown channel extends as an uncarbonized pit, the following degradation 

takes place when the diameter of a sharply narrow carbonized channel is much 

smaller than that of the degraded pit. In some instances shown in Fig 3.4(b), the 
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utmost end of the channel decreases in diameter with the restriction depending on 

resolution of the photograph which is probably about 4 microns. An explanation 

of this change of process is necessary because it is probably related with the 

process of breakdown in electric strength experiment for industry in which a 

material experiences a high electric stress due to surface discharges for a duration 

clearly which is too short for degradation to take place. However, breakdown 

takes place much below the intrinsic electric strength of the material.  The next 

indication describe that the second process of breakdown probably create from 

concentration of electric field more than a length of some 10-4cm at the end of the 

pit to a value close to the intrinsic electric strength. Propagation probably takes 

place by degradation of the material throughout this distance, which is 

accompanied by concentration of the electric stress at the end of the damaged and 

the conductive channel. 

   

           a)                 b)                 c) 

Fig. 3.4. Carbonized pits at the edge of voids between polyethylene discs and 

brass electrodes [5]. 

(a) Surface erosion and pits produced after 9.5 kV (twice the inception voltage) 

had been applied for 5 hours, magnified 65 times. Void of 0.3cm diameter and 

0.0095cm depth in disc of 0.079cm thickness. 

(b) Section through the longest carbonized channel shown in (a), magnified 45 

times. 

(c) Section through carbonized pits in a second sample after 9.8 kV (twice the 

inception voltage) had been applied for 12.6 hours; magnified 55 times. Void of 

0.1cm diameter and 0.0081cm depth in disc of 0.079cm thickness. 
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 3.2 Electrical Tree inception 

After observation of pits, tree inception may be found during the degradation 

processes. The basic description of tree inception is described in [3]. Pulses of 

electroluminescence that is the first visible behaviour [46] occurs which is before 

tree inception starts or at lower applied voltages in experiments [46]. An area of 

degradation (about 5um) at the needle electrode tip is created [47] during the 

behavior. The emission spectrum is almost not dependent on polymer 

morphology [48] and is different from void discharges [49] within the range of 

visibility [50]. Therefore, it has been led to the neutralization of injected space 

charge with the deeply trapped charges remained from the previous half cycle 

[51]. Thus, the onset field for luminescence depends on the barrier to charge 

injection which is decreased by the existence of electronegative gases [52]. The 

process can still take place in degassed samples [51], even if applied voltages are 

high. 

 

In shallow traps a space charge is created within milliseconds [48] and then leads 

to the recombination centers occurs in the modified electric field due to space 

charge during injection. While the intensity of injection of space charge increases, 

the apparent onset field increases  

 

The injection current obeys the Schottky emission law at the lowest field [53]. 

However, it changes to fowler-nordheim tunneling emission by the schottky-mott 

barrier at higher electric fields [53]. It has been mentioned [30] that electrons can 

obtain kinetic energy of 3-4eV which is adequate to cause bond scission. 

Typically, the luminescence onset fields are below the value of about 7 x 108Vm. 

It is probably that only some bonds are damaged during injection. The light 

created by recombination also has not enough energy to break bonds. However, 

the small UV component is an exception [51]. 
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The centers of recombination are in the interface of amorphous crystalline in 

polyethylene [54] and modification of some structural probably occurs due to the 

electrostatic forces related to recombination and trapping. The degradation area 

[55] is probably consisted of tiny structural rearrangements on the 

amorphous-crystalline boundaries where the deep trapped charge is in degassed 

polyethylene [56]. 

 

Oxygen in the metal-polymer interface probably changes to an excited state [46] 

and cause bond scission [57] by oxidation [58]. When the excited molecules can 

make the diffusion at room temperature, the degradation can extend until the 

formation of strings of microvoid is close to the tip. The polymer movement is 

much limited and some chain scission occurs without the development of 

microvoids by contrast at 77K [50, 59]. Therefore, oxygen probably leads to tree 

enhancing damage especially at temperature around 20
。
C.  

 

The real start of tree inception is the existence of current pulses generally. Pulses 

have been obtained in polyethylene before a tree channel extends. Current pulses 

normally occur on the positive half cycle with a small magnitude [60] 

(0.04-0.3pC) in the earliest time. The current pulses should be related with the 

emission of the electrons which are remained into deep traps at the half cycle. 

The charge density is 10-3-10-2pC. um3 approximately. 

 

Current pulses will be obtained during extraction occurs when the local field has 

achieved a magnitude adequate to form an avalanche due to heterocharge [60], 

which will start making the erosion to the polymer [61] in the method suggested 

by Ashcraft [62]. The electrons which obtain enough kinetic energy will make an 

ionization to the polymer (more than 10eV), create positive ions radicals (less 

than 10eV) and make the breaking on polymer bonds (about 3.5eV). Thermal 
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electrons will be captured by the positive ions radicals [63], which will lead to 

forming free radicals which probably results in chain scission [64]. The category 

of degradation processes should be determined by the polymer described 

previously [57].  

Crazes [54] will extend by a microvoid coalescence is resulting from repetition of 

the avalanche occurrence in an AC electric field [65]. The tree will begin from this 

point if electroluminescent degradation in oxygen has taken place. The magnitude 

of current pulse will increase during this stage when the related charge is 

accumulated. Finally, space charge field and the degradation will have 

accumulated adequately for current pulses to occur [60]. In typical, a magnitude of 

PD pulses less than approximately 1pC will occur in polyethylene. The discharge 

pulse on the negative half cycle is likely produced by the avalanches which are 

caused via injected electrons, but the avalanches will only appear in the 

developed craze which has an amount of „free volume‟. Thus, the properties of 

the gas discharge associated with the local onset field should be determined by 

the category of gas and gas pressure. Then, burst-type acoustic emission can be 

obtained in polyethylene [66], which indicates the craze has been damaged into 

microcrack [67]. Where crazing is present before tree formation, the time to 

produce a tree is reduced accordingly [47]. 

3.3 Tree Propagation 

The previous section details evidence that pits occur from voids as a precursor to 

bow-tie electrical trees. The propagation of pits may take place after experiencing 

high electrical field for a long period, which may lead to electrical trees growing 

from voids due to high stress concentration on the tip of pits. Tree propagation is 

the process of further degradation. The tree propagation from voids will lead to 
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final breakdown of material under high electric field. The section describes 

channel discharge, branch development and the PD patterns of electrical tree 

discharge, separately.  

    3.3.1 Channel Discharge Behaviour 

The introduction to channel discharge process has been shown in [3]. A 

self- limiting growth behaviour appears in the first channel produced in AC 

treeing [30]. The behaviour may be caused by electro-fracture due to the level of 

how available is the strain energy and the spatial distribution of strain energy. 

However, it is impossible that this mechanism would give the visible discharge 

behaviour which indicates that current pulses have appeared on both half cycles 

while the development of channel after negative half-cycle pulses disappear and a 

decrease of that on the positive half-cycle to about 0.2pC when the channel 

growth is stopped [6,30,68,69]. These indications are in agreement with a process 

where electrical discharges that cause a degradation process to the channel are 

temporarily terminated. This is impossible to increase the discharge inception 

voltage of voids for this small size though some gaseous decomposition by- 

products have been created, which results in increasing the pressure of gas in the 

channel [70,71]. However, it is found that the breakdown value of the polymer is 

close to discharge inception voltages in the long cylindrical channels with 

diameters less than about 100 m.  In addition, special discharge behavior can 

be created in the gas avalanches because of the sidewalls of positive ions by 

absorption [72-75]. Tree channels belong to this type with a length to diameter 

ratio above 5. Moreover, it can be thought to behave according to the same 

method. Positively charged bands will be generated along the channel length 

because ions are caused by an avalanche in bands divided by an impact ionization 

path length [75]. These bands will make further discharges stopped in the channel 

due to their density of charge. Therefore, the local field is high enough to 

effectively neutralize the electrons [3]. According to [76], processes of this 
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category causes a change in the discharge-phase relationship between channels 

from needle and disc voids in which it is unlikely to make a discharge along the 

surface when the rise time of voltage supports the a number of discharges to take 

place while the voltage decreases. In conclusion, PRPDA can be used to follow 

the degradation processes from discharge in a void to channel propagation for 

trees generation caused by PD in epoxy resins [77,78] where a needle electrode is 

also present. 

 

The extinction of forward-discharges in the first channel relies on the fields 

created by charge distribution on the sidewalls, but it could be presumed that the 

channel continues to grow when the local field is larger than a threshold 

value, thE , for discharge formation [25,73]. However, through absorption the 

local field will depend on low mobility positive ions limited to the sidewalls. If 

the maximum number of positive ions absorbed per unit length is a constant, the 

ions can be assumed to decrease the apparent field aE  by an amount which is 

proportional to the length of channel. Therefore, describing the growth rate as 

proportional to the over-field, tha EE  , gives 

 

                       bLEE
d

dL
tha 


                   (2.11) 

 

Where b is a material dependent constant, and  is the time elapsed from 

initiation of the growth of generated avalanches.  

 

   3.3.2 The Development of Branches 

 

According to the description in [3], development of the AC-treeing process will 
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firstly appear through the branches has been produced in the first channel. Figure 

3.5 shows branch- like trees at 60Hz in Ethylene Acrylic Acid (EAA) under 12kV 

[79]. In some cases, both forward and backward discharges can take place within 

the trees in the support of combination and diffusion of the positive ions into the 

polymer [30]. When an adequate number of positive ions are concentrated on the 

sidewalls at the branch tips, even if discharges which occur in some existing 

channels probably temporarily stopped [80,81], back-avalanching of electrons 

which are deeply trapped in the polymer support the tree to extend through the 

formation of new branches. 

 

This type of propagation gives rise to impulse- like acoustic emission and light 

pulses, connected with gas discharge which can also be regarded as PD pulses is 

more than 1pC [81-82]. 

 

Figure 3.5 Branch- like tree shapes formed under 12 kV at 60 Hz. The material of the 

sample is EAA, the electrode distance is 3 mm and the needle tip radius is 3µm [79]. 

0.002% of the discharge energy appears in the mechanical destruction wave. 

Mechanical destruction wave cannot lead to cracks in polyethylene though it may 

enhance previously damaged areas [83]. By contrast, the electron stream of 

discharges can achieve kinetic energies more than 10eV at the discharge tip which 

is adequate to propagate the channel by bond bombardment. However, 

degradation is caused by the positive ion streams which can lead to temperature 

increases of hundreds of Kelvin [84-85]. In air discharges, uniform degradation 
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(from oxygen) and pitting (from nitrogen) will extend the channels of trees in 

polyethylene and produce amount of gaseous decomposition products during 

acetylene has been confirmed by mass spectroscopy, and CO , CO2 and H2 through 

analysis of light emission spectra [78,86]. 

 

As the tree develops through the extension of existing channels and the 

development of new branches into channels, the first channel will extend into a 

crater and the branches into channels with diameters are above 10 m  [87]. The 

attendant discharges will quickly increase to about 100pC with a proportionally 

large acoustic emission [80, 81]. In addition, acoustic emission pulses have been 

detected in polyester resins in which it was indicated that the distribution of pulse 

was similar to that of the current pulses. Moreover, their magnitude is 

proportional to that of the discharge which is more than 300pC [81,88]. The 

acoustic pulses also have an impulse-shape, which is reasonable if they are 

caused by the channel discharges but not cracking in the polymer. The length of 

whole tree extends very slowly and development of tree is focused on the 

production of a sub-branch system which causes an increase in diameter of main 

branch to about 50 m during this stage of propagation of branched tree [68]. 

 3.4 PD Patterns in Channels 

 

It has been found that PD pattern from a tree is typified by a wing-like pattern. 

Treeing aging can be basically identified and differentiated from PD patterns 

produced by voids etc [79].   

 

From [79], The PD pattems obtained from an electrical tree has been found in 

polyethylene. The typical PD pulse sequence describing the tree from the 

needle-shaped void is shown in figure 3.6 
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Figure 3.6 PRPD patterns from electrical trees [79] 

 

 3.5 Summary 

The chapter describes the tree formation process due to the existence of a void in 

the dielectrics. The surface of the voids is aged due to the bombardment of the 

electrons and positive ions. Then, pits are created due to the degradation of the 

surface of the void. In the meantime, by-products will be created during 

degradation of wall of void and will cause further degradation. Bow-tie electrical 

trees may grow from the sharp pits because of this process due to the 

concentration and localization of PD processes which leads to bond-breaking. 

When the voltage in the channel is in excess of a critical voltage, PD will occur in 

the channel. Free electrons will be emitted from the wall of the channel. Any 

chemical degradation will cause the conductivity of the wall of the channel 

increase. On the tip of the channel, the electric field will be intensified, therefore, 

streamer processes will take place around the tip of channel. Electrons with high 

energy will collide with the wall of the channel, which will generate a number of 

additional channels. The creation of chemical by-products will widen the channel. 

Finally, the solid insulation will breakdown because of propagation of channels 

across the dielectric. Branch and bush- like tree propagation are two most 

important types of tree development. It should be noted that all experimental 
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results presented in this chapter are for voids that are formed at a needle electrode 

tip. 
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   Chapter 4  Sample Preparation  

and Measurement Techniques 

 

This chapter focuses on the preparation of the test samples that have been used 

for PD measurement in this work. The setup of the experiment, which is 

originally related to the technique of phase resolved partial discharge analysis 

(PRPDA) and the measurement method for degradation experiment are detailed. 

The results of the degradation experiment were then used for Raman microprobe 

analysis to identify the chemical content of the degraded areas at the void 

/silicone rubber interface. 

4.1 Test Samples 

   4.1.1 Silicone rubber 

According to [89,90], silicone rubber is a rubber-like material consists of silicone 

includes silicon with hydrogen, carbon and oxygen. The chemical formula for 

silicone rubber is shown in Figure 4.1. Silicone rubbers are commonly applied in 

factory. Silicone rubbers are generally supplied as one-part or two-part polymers. 

Also, it probably has fillers to enhance characteristics or decrease the cost of 

purchasing. In general, silicone rubber is stable, non-reactive, and is more 

resistant to environments which are extremely awful. Also, when experiencing 

temperatures from −55 °C to +300 °C, it still can maintain its most of properties. 

Because of these properties described above and the easier method to 

manufacture, silicone rubber can be used in most of products which include: 

automotive devices, baking, cooking and the products of food storage. Heat 

probably is need to be cured the silicone into the formation of rubber- like during 

the manufacture of products. During manufacture, this is basically carried out for 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Silicone
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Silicon
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hydrogen
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carbon
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Oxygen
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two stages into the required configuration. In the following processes, the 

products should be in a long process of post-cure.  

The application of composite insulation material manufactured by silicone rubber 

has risen quickly for the recent fifteen years [91]. The application of composite 

insulation materials is described by experience of service [92] and laboratory 

measurement [93-95] in polluted environments. 

 

Figure 4.1 Formula of silicone resin 

The voltage of flashover of porcelain or glass insulation materials is much lower 

than the new, polluted composite insulation materials [96]. Their quality is better 

than porcelain ones [92-95] though degradation decreases the voltage for 

flashover of the polluted composite insulation materials [97]. The most important 

reason for the better application of silicone rubber in comparison with glass and 

porcelain is hydrophobicity of surface. Rain water forms into drops rather than 

forming a film completely wetting the polymer surface. Therefore, this decreases 

the probability to the formation of the leakage current. In addition, it is useful to 

reduce the possibility of formation of dry band, which results in a higher 

inception voltage for flashover [96].  

   4.1.2    Preparation of test samples 

The silicone rubber used in this work is Dow Corning Sylgard 184 Silicone 

Elastomer kit. There are two glass containers which contain silicone rubber and 

hardener separately. To prepare the samples, the mixture ratio between the 
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silicone rubber and its hardener is 10:1.  It is a strong, powerful, high strength, 

long lasting adhesive, solvent free and heat, cold, water and oil resistant. It has a 

degassing time of 50 minutes after the mixture of silicone rubber and hardener in 

the vacuum oven at room temperature in order to prevent unwanted bubbles in the 

mixture. Before degassing, the mixture was stirred for at least two minutes to 

ensure all silicone rubber and hardener have completely mixed. The strength of 

the silicone rubber can be enhanced using a post curing process, depending on the 

post cure time duration and the temperature. 

 

Generally, 11g of the mixture of resin and hardener should be used for sample 

preparation. The sample was prepared by using a plastic petri-dish. After 

degassing, the 11g mixture was poured into the petri-dish slowly. Before injecting 

a single void into the samples, a suitable pre-cure time duration of 10 minutes at 

60
。
C in the fan oven was applied. Ten minutes later, a controlled volume of air 

was injected with a precise needle into the mixture to produce an artificial 

spherical cavity before the mixture post cures over the following half an hour at 

60
。
C in the fan oven. The injected bubble does not move towards the top surface 

of the silicone rubber because the viscosity of the silicone rubber had increased as 

it was halfway through curing. There was no trace of tunnels or other cavities in 

the silicone rubber after the needle was pulled out. The volume of the void is 

0.5uL. The volume of air injected in the silicone rubber determined the size of the 

spherical cavity. Thus, the diameter of the void is around 1mm. In order to obtain 

the possible bow-tie electrical trees, the smaller voids need to be injected centred 

at the middle of the samples. Therefore, the pre-cure time was raised to 14 mins 

and the volume of the void should be controlled around 0.4uL. After injecting a 

single void into sample, the sample was placed in the fan oven at 60
。
C for half an 

hour for post curing. Finally, the sample was cut into a suitable size for the 

degradation experiment. The thickness of samples can be measured by 

micrometer. The thickness of all samples used in the experiments was 2mm 
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±150μm. 

 

After an air bubble has been injected into the silicone rubber and it has been 

cured, it cannot be assured that the void is a perfect spherical one. However, it is 

presumed that the void is approximately spherical void. This hypothesis is based 

on the cavity is observed under a microscope with light, where a circle has been 

observed from the largest circumference of the cavity. When the state of the 

sample with the void is checked by microtoming the sample into two pieces, a 

circle has been found after observed from the largest circumference of the void. 

Therefore, it is presumed that the shape of the void observed is similar with 

spherical void for all samples. Furthermore, this method is the basic method for 

obtaining a spherical void of diameter larger than 1 mm in a dielectric material 

and has been reported in the other work previously [21, 26, 98].  

   4.1.3 Other supplied test samples 

Three additional samples containing some voids were supplied by ABB. The 

material used was epoxy resin. The samples had a large number of voids between 

two Aluminum electrodes. From figure 4.2, several voids can be observed very 

close to the top electrode. 

 

Figure 4.2 The sample of epoxy resin 

 

voids 
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The samples were stressed at 14kV for 7 hours. If one of the samples failed, then 

the others were carefully checked for any signs of degradation. The failed 

samples were cut open and Raman spectroscopy used in order to assess whether 

discharge activity had caused changes in the surface chemistry of the voids. 

 4.2  Setup for the test samples 

Mushroom electrodes were used in the degradation experiment. Five pairs of 

electrodes were used.  Figure 4.3 shows the schematic diagram of a test cell 

which consists of a silicone rubber sample containing a single spherical cavity. 

The whole test object was immersed in silicone oil to prevent surface discharges 

around the electrode and material boundary. An ac sinusoidal voltage was applied 

on the upper electrode while the lower electrode was always grounded. 

          

Figure 4.3 Schematic diagram of the test object 

Table 4.1 is a summary of the samples prepared for experiments. All samples 

contain a spherical cavity of diameter d located in the silicone rubber. All cavities 

were around 1 mm diameter as this is known to be large enough to guarantee 

accumulation of charge on the cavity surface during the degradation processes. 

Table 4.2 details the experiment processes and the specific information of no 

degraded samples and failed samples. It should be noted that sample 1 to sample 

5 were obtained by stressing with the other four samples simultaneously. 

However, the samples from sample 6 to sample 10 were obtained by stressing 

individually. 

Figure 4.4 shows the test sample in the oil bath. The test arrangement consists of 
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a high voltage supply which is connected to a high voltage electrode through a 

copper pipe, the ground which is connected to ground electrode by a black thin 

wire and silicone rubber sample placed between the two electrodes. The 

electrodes and sample are placed between two sheets of paxolin, which are held 

by a plastic leg at each corner. The whole arrangement is immersed in an oil bath. 

 

The experimental sequence Sample Cavity diameter, d 

(mm) 

Sample thickness, h 

(mm) 

1 

2 

1 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

Not used in electrical experiment 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

1.4 

1.0 

1.0 

1.1 

1.0 

1.8 

1.5 

0.9 

0.5 

1.4 

1.3 

2.2 

2.1 

2.2 

2.1 

2.0 

2.2 

2.1 

2.1 

2.1 

2.2 

2.1 

 

 

 

a) The specific information of all samples  

 

The 

experimental 

sequence 

Sample 

number 

Cavity diameter, 

d(mm) 

 

Sample thickness, 

h(mm) 

The state of 

voids 

1 a 1 b c 3 1.1 1.4 1.2 1.3 1.0 2.1 2.2 2.2 2.1 2.2 N D F N D 

2 d e f g 2 1.2 1.1 1.4 1.1 1.0 2.2 2.1 2.2 2.0 2.1 N N F N D 

3 h i g k 4 1.2 1.3 1.0 1.2 1.1 2.2 2.1 2.2 2.3 2.1 N N F N D 

4 l m n o 5 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.1 1.0 2.0 2.3 2.1 2.2 2.0 N N F N D 

Table 4.1 Samples obtained from experiments used for thesis 
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The experimental 

sequence 

The duration of experiment with 

only volts on  

The periods of 

experiment 

with volts off 

1 7 hours 27 hours 

2 8 hours 28 hours 

3 8.5 hours 28.5 hours 

4 9.5 hours 29.5 hours 

5 8 hours 28 hours 

6 8 hours 28 hours 

7 7.5 hours 27.5 hours 

8 30 hours 74 hours 

9 8.5 hours 28.5 hours 

b) The different experiment durations for different conditions (volts on or volts off) 

Table 4.2 The Details of experiment processes a) The specific information of all 

samples (a-o- The test samples include no degraded samples and failed samples; 

D-degraded samples, F-failed samples, N-No degraded samples) b) The different 

experiment durations for different conditions (volts on or volts off) 

 

 

    Figure 4.4 Test sample in an oil bath 
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4.3  The Experimental Setup 

The equipment used to do measurement on PD degradation experiment is the 

Mtronix MPD 600 system, which is manufactured by OMICRON. The Mtronix 

MPD 600 system is a fully digital system which is suitable for laboratory and 

on-site measurement of PD measurement in high voltage equipment. This setup 

has more advantages than previous detection systems used for PD research. For 

the old method, a Robinson PD detector and an associated with a digital signal 

oscilloscope (DSO), where the PD detector detects PD pulses from the test object  

and the DSO was used to display, detect and save the PD pulses obtained from 

the PD detector. 

 

Figure 4.5 shows the schematic diagram of the experiment that has been used to 

measure PD degradation processes. The experiment consists of a high voltage 

supply, a high voltage filter, a coupling capacitor Ck, a test object, a coupling 

device, a PD detector and a USB controller which is connected to a personal 

computer (PC) via fiber optic cables. The system captures any detected PD signal 

of center frequency in the range of 0 Hz to 32 MHz with bandwidth range of 9 

kHz to 3 MHz. The system noise is less than 15 fC. The PD event time resolution 

is less than 2 ns, which makes the detected phase angle of a pulse very precise. In 

this experiment, the system noise level is around 500fC. 

 

Figure 4.5 Schematic diagram of the experiment [27]. 
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A high voltage source is provided from a low voltage generator signal, which has 

output frequency range of 0.1 mHz to10 MHz and output voltage range of 5 mV 

to 20 V AC peak-to-peak with a 1 mV resolution. The low-voltage signal can be 

amplified by a high voltage amplifier of 1V/2000V gain and a maximum output 

voltage of 20 kV.  Its input voltage range is 0 to 20 V AC peak-to-peak and input 

impedance is 25 kΩ nominal. A high voltage filter is used to decrease high 

frequency noise from the input signal amplified through the high voltage 

amplifier into the setup and also to make high frequency surface discharge signals 

disappear between the tip of the amplifier output and the ground of its insulation. 

 

The low pass filter are composed of three capacitors, Cf of 150 pF and voltage 

rating of 15 kV each which are connected in parallel and two resistors, Rf of 22 

kΩ and voltage rating of 2.2 kV connected in series. C f and Rf are connected 

between the test object and high voltage amplifier. The setup of this low pass 

filter is selected as it controls to remove unwanted high frequency signals from 

the measurement system. Although noise signals below 50 pC is impossible to be 

filtered, it in practice does not influence the PD experiment results as the detected 

minimum PD charge magnitude from the test object is larger than 50 pC. If 

higher resistance is used in the filter, the maximum effective RMS value of the 

high voltage output will be decreased when higher capacitance is used, the sine 

waveform from the high voltage supply will be different from normal sine 

waveform while the applied voltage amplitude is larger than 10 kV RMS. 

 

The voltage rating of the capacitor is selected by the maximum applied voltage 

amplitude that is used in the measurement, which is 20 kV peak-to-peak when the 

voltage rating of the resistor is chosen lower than 20 kV. This is because the 

capacitor voltage rating has been adequate. However, if the test object breaks 

down during experiment, the resistors may be broken because of short circuit, 

however, this is impossible to occur as the breakdown strength of the test object 
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is higher than 20 kV applied voltage. The value of coupling capacitor, Ck used is 

1 nF and has a blocking voltage of 50 kV. It is connected in series with the 

coupling device and in parallel with the test object. The important reason to this 

way of connection rather than connecting Ck in parallel with a serial connection 

of the coupling device and the test object is that the PD detector is preserved by 

Ck when the test object breaks down. 

 

The theory of the PD detection system is based on detecting the current pulse 

across the test object. When a discharge occurs in the test object, charges are 

moving from the coupling capacitor, Ck to the test object to make compensation 

with the voltage decrease across the test object. Then, a current pulse, i(t) of short 

duration, which is within the nanosecond range forms in the circuit and a voltage 

pulse, V0(t) is created across the coupling device.  The amount of charge 

movement is defined as the apparent charge. The magnitude of apparent charge is 

dependent on the induced number of dipole moments of the real charge from PD 

in the cavity that creates an immediate change of the test object capacitance and 

their relation with the electrodes of the system [12]. 

 

The coupling device or CPL 542 measuring impedance detects the short-duration 

voltage pulse, V0(t) when a PD occurs. The range of output frequency of this 

equipment is between 20 kHz and 6 MHz. A simplified parallel RLC circuit in the 

coupling device leads to formation of a wide-band PD measuring system. The 

value of each component in the coupling device is not offered by the supplier.  

According to Figure 4.7, the coupling device is the end of the input stage of the 

detection system. 

 

The PD detector measures the magnitude of discharge pulse via its PD impulse 

input and the applied voltage amplitude via its voltage input. The PD impulse 

input frequency range of the device is 0 Hz - 20 MHz and the maximum PD 
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impulse input voltage is 60 V rms. The center frequency used for charge 

integration setting is 350 kHz and the bandwidth is 300 kHz. This setting is 

selected based on the IEC 60270 standard, which indicates frequency range is 30 

kHz to 100 kHz for lower limit, 500 kHz for upper limit and 100 to 400 kHz for 

bandwidth [12]. 

 

The USB controller is integrated with the output signals from the PD detector by 

fibre optic cables and the data is obtained from the PC for user to display, analyse 

and store PD events. The USB controller supplies an interface between data 

obtained from the PD detector and the PC. The advantage of using fiber optic 

cables in comparison with conventional cables used in the previous PD 

measurement is that it ensures complete galvanic isolation between the PD 

detector and the USB controller. The elimination of ground loops decreases the 

system. The system has 500 channels for phase and 400 channels for discharge 

magnitude, where 200 channels are for positive and negative discharges 

separately. 

 

After the Mtronix experiment is used every time, the system needs to be 

calibrated. The MPD 600 system needs charge calibration to be finished digitally. 

The test object is connected in parallel with a CAL 542 charge calibrator during 

calibration. The range of calibration charge is 1 to 100 pC. It should be noted that 

1 pC is equivalent to 1 mV pulse. In this experiment, the calibration charge has 

been set to 20pC.  The target value of the charge in „Calibration Settings‟ is set 

as the target charge value of the calibrator and the „Compute‟ button is pressed to 

complete the charge calibration. The calibrator is then taken away from the 

system. This method ensures that calibration can be obtained in a precise and 

simple way. The calibration of the previous system was conducted using a 

calibration pulse created in the PD detector and is in comparison with the pulse 

created by the calibrator. The pulse created in the PD detector is adjusted until its 
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magnitude is very close to the calibrator pulse magnitude.  This method cannot 

give a precise calibration and is relied on the experience of the researchers. 

 

When PD measurement is conducted using the Robinson PD detector and DSO, 

the normal difficulty found is setting the amplifier of the equipment. Because 

different conditions of the cavity and stress lead to different range of discharge 

magnitude, the amplifier gain needs to be adjusted manually based on the 

discharge magnitude range. If the amplifier gain is set too low, the detected PD 

pulse magnitude probably is lower than the noise level and this results in 

difficulty in identifying between PD pulses and noise. However, if the gain is set 

too high, PD pulse magnitude may be larger than the dynamic range o f the 

amplifier and PD pulse cannot be detected. This problem is probably more 

difficult to overcome if the range of PD pulse magnitudes is very large. However, 

the amplifier gain of the MPD 600 system can be set to auto gain in the Mtronix 

GUI, where the gain responds automatically corresponding to the discharge 

magnitude. Therefore, this decreases the difficulties of resetting the amplifier 

every time measurements are conducted. 

4.4 Measurement technique for PD experiment 

It is vital to assure that the oil is bubble- free as the measurement results will be 

disturbed if some bubbles are in the oil. The use of sharp edges is in order to 

avoid that no corona discharge occurs during experiment.  

 

Before the experiment proceeds, samples are inspected to ensure the single void 

is placed between the electrodes. In this experiment, when five new samples are 

tested, the voltage then needs to be raised slowly until it achieves the expected 

value. When the voltage is increasing, the magnitude of charge should be around 

100pC~1nC in order to ensure one of the samples fails within one day because 

consistent PD patterns should be recorded every 10mins during the degradation 
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processes. Generally, a suitable voltage is 12kV~13kV which is applied to the 

samples. If there are no failures after 6~7 hours, the voltage is increased to 

14~16kV to ensure one of the samples breaks down. When one of samples has 

failed, the other four samples are inspected to observe degradation changes to the 

single void/silicon rubber interface. The obtained degraded samples are analysed 

using Raman spectroscopy to identify the chemical content of the degraded areas 

at the void /silicone rubber interface. 

 

Because the size of the voids of each sample is different to each other due to the 

manufacturing process, also, temperature and pressure cannot be completely same 

in the void during stressing period, which will have an influence on PD behaviour. 

Therefore, only one degraded or two degraded samples are usually found after 

one of the samples has failed. The other samples do not have observable 

degradation areas on the voids/silicone rubber interface.  

 

Accordingly, PD measurements on a single sample have been undertaken to 

observe the transition of PD patterns from beginning to failure.  The PD patterns 

were recorded over one hour. However, in order to obtain possible bow-tie 

electrical trees and decrease any thermal effect caused by PD to material, the PD 

magnitude was decreased by manufacturing smaller voids. However, to create PD 

in smaller voids is more difficult than in bigger voids because the inception 

voltage for smaller voids is higher and close to maximum applied voltage (20kV). 

The reason why the maximum applied voltage is 20kV is in order to prevent 

samples suffering surface flashover. The experiment has divided the magnitude 

level to three types: 5pC~20pC, 50pC~100pC, up to 100pC. When one of the 

samples failed, then the degree of degradation is checked for the other samples. 
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  4.5 Phase distributions 

The GUI of the Mtronix software has an „Export Function‟ option for data 

acquisition, which the user can use to export PD data to MATLAB. The data is 

exported when the saved sequence of PD events is replayed in the Mtronix 

software. Therefore, the user can use and analyse data for other analysis, for 

example, it can assess the sequence of discharge events and achieving PD phase 

and charge magnitude distributions. It should be noted that the exported data from 

Mtronix cannot be read directly by MATLAB because it is saved as a binary file. 

Thus, MATLAB code has been obtained to read the data. The famous PD 

characteristics normally used to represent PD measurement results without 

explaining the PD patterns are total apparent charge per cycle, mean charge and 

maximum charge magnitude and the number of PDs per cycle. PRPD pattern and 

υ-q-n plot can be displayed by various PD phase distributions. The normally used 

PD phase distributions are: 
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where Φi is i-th element of the phase, qj is j-th element of the charge magnitude 

and N is the number of cycles. 

 

Each phase distribution above indicates the behaviour of PD activity is related to 

phase of discharge occurrence. The )(
qs

H  distribution indicates the total 

apparent charge per cycle at each phase of the applied voltage. The )(
qn

H  

distribution shows the average of frequency of discharge events at each phase. 

However, the )(
qm

H distribution indicates the tendency of maximum charge 

magnitude associated with each phase of the applied voltage. 

 

The least mean square error )(MSE of PD phase, 


)(MSE and charge magnitude, 


)(MSE distributions between measurement and simulation results are calculated 

using 
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where )(
qs

H  is charge magnitude per cycle against phase distributions while M 

and S are the measurement and simulation data respectively. 

 4.6    Summary 

The material chosen for the experimental studies reported in this work is Dow 

Corning Sylgard 184 Silicone Elastomer kit. Samples with a spherical cavity 

within the silicone rubber have been prepared for degradation experiments under 

AC electric fields. The method to produce samples involves injecting single voids 

into a sample using a syringe. The most important factor for success of the 

method is the choice of pre-cure time and pre-cure temperature, which decide 

whether the voids remain in the samples or not. The setup of the experiment is 
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based around the Mtronix PD detector system. The degradation experiment 

creates degraded samples, which can then be used to analyse degradation 

processes and identify chemical content of degradation by-products. In addition, 

the PD data obtained from the degradation experiment can be analysed to 

understand the changes in PD signature that occur during the degradation process. 
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  Chapter 5  Experimental Results  

Based on PD Degradation:  Void  

Degradation and Partial Discharge 

 

Following the degradation experiment, nine degraded samples were obtained. 

Images of the samples have been obtained using an optical microscope. During 

the PD degradation processes, PD data were recorded every ten minutes in order 

to analyse any changes in PD behaviour as the samples degrade.  

5.1  Images of unmicrotomed degraded samples 

The images of Figure 5.1-5.3 were obtained using a CCD camera and microscope. 

The images in Figure 5.3 show nine degraded voids with damage to the void 

walls parallel to the mushroom electrodes. 

 

 

Figure 5.1 An image of the surface of a void for sample 2 before stressing experiment 

 

The surface of the 

sample 
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Figure 5.2 An indication of the surface of an electrode bounded cut sample 10 

As can be seen from Figure 5.2, the surface of a damaged void of sample 10 is 

filled with black material (normally carbon). From Figures 5.3.1 to 5.3.4, the 

surface of voids have been degraded obviously compared with Figure 5.1. It can 

be seen from the images that the surface of degraded samples have experienced 

chemical and thermal modification, which has led to increased roughness of the 

surface. The degradation behaviour is caused by high magnitude PDs which have 

an apparent charge of 100pC to 200pC. However, crystallization and liquid 

by-products cannot be assessed from the visible changes on voids. From Figure 

5.3.5 to 5.3.9, the four degraded samples experienced different PD magnitude 

levels (around 100pC for Figure 5.3.5; up to 500pC for Figure 5.3.6 and Figure 

5.3.8; 50-100pC for 5.3.7; 5pC-20pC for Figure 5.3.9, respectively). Also, though 

images indicate voids have been degraded, it is not possible to identify pits or 

bow-tie electrical trees that have been generated. Therefore, the degraded samples 

need to be sectioned and then observed by microscope. In addition, from the 

images, some contaminants (the red area in figure 5.3.1) are on the surface of 

samples when under microscope. It has been identified that these contaminants 

are caused by the dust. The surface of samples has been shown in Figure 5.1-5.3. 

The surface of the 

sample 
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1) Sample1                    2) Sample2 

                       

             3) Sample 3                     4) Sample 4 

                       

              5) Sample 5                     6)Sample 6                                                       

                        

7) Sample 7                      8) Sample 8 

 

                              9) Sample 9 

Figure 5.3 Indications of degradation to the surfaces of voids that are in line with 

the ac applied field 

 

The surface of the sample 

The surface of the sample 
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5.2  PD measurement results 

In the stressing experiment, five samples are simultaneously electrically stressed 

under an applied ac sinusoidal voltage of 12kV for 6 hours that is then increased 

to 15kV until a sample fails. During the stressing period, PD data are regularly 

acquired. The remaining samples are then inspected for signs of degradation. The 

experimental setup and samples manufacture have been described in Section 4.2 

and 4.3. The PD data obtained from the degradation experiment has been 

analysed to understand the changes in PD signature that occur during the 

degradation process.  

   5.2.1 Void discharge patterns 

After 20 minutes, void discharge patterns are observed during the measurement. 

The typical void discharge patterns have been found in a number of publications 

[6,32]. The Figure 5.4 shows the PRPD patterns of void discharge behaviour of 

five degraded samples. 

 

The similar PD patterns have been found by other researchers after around 20 

minutes of voltage application.  According to [24,32], these PD patterns of five 

degraded samples are similar with internal discharge. Also, it is found that partial 

discharge from a void is characterized by the so-called turtle-like or rabbit-like 

pattern. The patterns of internal discharge are obviously different from the 

patterns of electrical tree discharges which have a wing- like pattern. The results 

indicate that internal discharge takes place in the voids before degradation 

processes occur on the surface of the voids.  
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        1) Sample 1                         2) Sample 2 

         

        3) Sample 3                         4) Sample 4 

Figure 5.4 Indications of void discharge patterns after 20 mins during degradation 

processes 

   5.2.2 PD patterns before breakdown 

After 6 hours, PD patterns just before breakdown are observed during PD 

measurement. The typical tree discharge patterns have been reported by [79]. 

However, some PRPD patterns shown in Figure 5.5 are very different from 

typical void discharge patterns or tree discharge patterns. 

 

The similar PD patterns were found after electrically stressing under an applied 

ac sinusoidal voltage of 11-12kV for 6 hours that is then increased to 12-16kV 

until a sample fails. According to [79], it is found that partial discharge from an 

electrical tree is characterized by the so-called wing- like pattern. The patterns of 

electrical tree discharge are obviously different to patterns of void discharge 

which are called the turtle- like or rabbit- like patterns. According to observation 

on PD patterns above, these PD patterns on five degraded samples are different 
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from electrical tree discharge patterns. 

 

        

        1) Sample 2                         2) Sample 3 

         

        3) Sample 4                        4) Sample 5 

Figure 5.5 Indications of PD patterns after 6 hours degradation processes before 

breakdown 

Also, they are different from typical void discharge patterns called turtle-like or 

rabbit- like pattern Therefore, the change of PD pattern is probably caused by the 

change of surface conductivity of the void wall due to chemical modification to 

surface of voids [10] or an increase of electronegative gases such as CO2 obtained 

from degradation processes in the voids which may result in greatly increased 

electron attachment [8]. In addition, according to the images, the voids of five 

samples have been degraded. Therefore, it can be assumed that the changes of PD 

patterns may indicate that a degradation process has occurred. In order to identify 

the assumption further, results from PD measurement and the chemical content of 

the degraded samples were analysed using Raman spectroscopy. 
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   5.2.3  The transition of PD patterns for single samples 

During degradation processes, PD patterns should be acquired. The PD patterns  

shown from Figure 5.6 to Figure 5.8 have different PD magnitude scales.  

 

As seen from Figure 5.6, there is very high magnitude PD (1nC) during the 

degradation processes. However, the degradation area includes the thermal 

damage channel caused by high magnitude PD, which has been shown in images.  

High magnitude PD may interrupt the formation of electrical trees. Figure 5.7 

shows the progression of lower magnitude PD (above 50 pC) during the 

degradation processes. However, from the images of degraded samples, the 

degradation behaviour also seems like being caused by thermal damage. The 

transition of PD patterns for the two samples is similar, which were from 

turtle- like PD patterns to unidentified PD patterns. Therefore, it can be assumed 

that the PD transition and PD pattern before breakdown are the same as observed 

for samples which experience thermal degradation. 

 

In addition, the transition of PD patterns is not consistent in the end of 

degradation processes in terms of low magnitude of PD. From Figure 5.7, the 

transition of PD patterns is from turtle like to unidentified PD patterns. However, 

the transition of PD patterns in Figure 5.8 is from unknown PD patterns to two 

different kinds of turtle- like patterns. The simulation in Chapter 7 has been used 

to study the reasons for transition of PD patterns observed as part of the 

measurement process. 

 

It should be noted that the voltage was decreased from 13kV to 10kV in Figure 

5.8 in order to decrease the kinetic energy of electrons and positive ions, which is 

reasonable to decrease the rate of thermal damage. 
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        1) 1 hour                         2) 3hours 

 

3) 7hours 

Figure 5.6  The transition of PD patterns with around 1nC for Sample 6 under 

16kV 

 

        

        1) 1 hour                            2) 3hours 

 

3) 7hours 

Figure 5.7 The transition of PD patterns with above 50pC for Sample 8 under 

14kV 
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        1) 2 hours                            2) 13hours 

 

3) 20 hours 

          

Figure 5.8  The transition of PD patterns with around 10 pC for Sample 9 under 

10-13kV 

 

 

5.3 Images of microtomed samples  

Degradation processes were conducting in the silicone rubber samples by 

degradation experiment as Section 4.4 describes. Nine samples containing 

degradation areas were then cut open using an RMC MT-7 ultra-microtome 

equipped with a CR-21 cryo-system set at -110°C in order to provide a surface 

containing open segments of degradation areas or pits.  

 

Figure 5.9 consists of a microtomed untested sample, a microtomed breakdown 

sample and nine microtomed degraded samples. Figure 5.9.1 shows the untested 

sample 1 before PD experiment, Figure 5.9.2 shows the breakdown sample 10 
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and Figure 5.10 to Figure 5.12 show the different degraded samples. 

 

         

  1) Sample 11 before stressing         2) A breakdown sample 10 

         experiment 

  

 

Figure 5.9 The untested sample and breakdown sample 

 

      
   1) Around 1nC for Sample 6      2) Around 300pC for Sample 7 

 

 

3) Around 50pC for Sample 8 

 

Figure 5.10 The relationship between degradation processes with PD levels

The surface of the sample 

The surface of the void 
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1) Sample 1                       2) Sample 2 

 

           

3) Sample 3                        4) Sample 4 

 

5) Samples 5 

 

Figure 5.11 The evidence of degradation areas and pits 

 

As can be seen from Figure 5.9.2, the inner surface of the failed void of sample 

10 is filled with black material (normally carbon) and the interface between the 

void and sample surface has been carbonized due to high current during 

breakdown. Also, from Figure 5.10.1 to Figure 5.10.3, the three samples have 

experienced different PD levels (around 1nC for Figure 5.10.1; around 50pC for 

Figure 5.10.2; 5pC-20pC for Figure 5.10.3; respectively).  As seen from the 

figures, all degraded areas were thermally damaged due to a large amount of heat. 
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Moreover, the surface of sample in Figure 5.10.2 has been distorted because of 

the high gas pressure caused by thermal degradation. 

 

 

a) 

 

b) 

12) 

Figure 5.12 The effect of gas pressure during degradation process for Sample 9 

 

From Figure 5.11.3 and 5.11.5, blunt pits have occurred at the voids/silicone rubber 

interface. Also, there are obvious degradation areas displayed in Figure 5.11.1, 

5.11.2 and 5.11.4 . However, authors in [4,5] describe that sharp pits may occur from 

surface of voids before bow-tie electrical trees grow from voids. Therefore, the pits 

shown in Figure 5.11.3 may be the start of thermal degradation processes. Further 

experiments were undertaken to identify chemical contents of these microtomed 

The upper surface of 

sample 

The degradation 

surface of the void 

The channel growing 

from the surface of 

the void 

The upper surface of 

sample 

The lower surface of 

sample 
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samples. The method for identifying chemical contents is different from that used in 

previous section.  

 

From Figure 5.12, the structure of the degradation area seems like channels. It 

should be noted that the upper surface (in Figure 5.12) of the sample was caused by 

which the bottom of the cut sample is not smooth, which therefore leads to the 

channel seems like growing outside upper surface of the sample. After 30 hours, the 

sample has experienced very low PD with around 10pC, which may be low enough 

to limit thermal damage but allow formation of electrical trees as electrical trees 

normally caused by the bond-breaking due to PD. It can be seen that channels have 

been displayed in the Figure 5.12. Moreover, some degradation areas are 

underneath the channels, which may be caused by the PD bombardment in the void. 

Electrical trees are believed to grow from a sharp pit at first. However, from the 

Figure 5.12, the sharp pits cannot be found. In addition, repeatable experiments to 

confirm that channels were caused by PD bombardment proved unsuccessful. 

Therefore, whether the channel was caused by the PD in the void cannot be 

assumed. Further experiment has identified the chemical content of degradation 

areas using Raman microscopy analysis and obtained improved images using a 

scanning electron microscope (SEM).  

5.4 Images of breakdown in epoxy resin  

The breakdown samples have been obtained by degradation experiment. The set up 

for degradation experiment and for samples containing voids is same as section 4.2 

and 4.3. The degradation experiment processes are same as section 4.4. After a 

sample failed, no visible degraded samples have been found from the other samples. 

There are three failed samples displayed in Figure 5.13. 
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                1) Epoxy Sample 1              2) Epoxy Sample 2 

 

 

3) Epoxy Sample 3 

Figure 5.13 Breakdown epoxy samples containing voids 

 

From Figure 5.13, the three samples have been obviously failed because black areas 

and cracks can be found in the middle areas. The reason for this behaviour is the 

three samples have experienced a large number of electrons and positive ions 

impinging the surface of voids, which results in the gas pressure in the voids 

increasing and then leads to the severe mechanical damage to the epoxy resin. 

However, the chemical content of the failed samples cannot be identified. Therefore, 

Raman spectroscopy has been used to identify the chemical content of breakdown 

samples. 
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5.5 Summary 

 

Images shown in this chapter show that voids have experienced degradation 

processes after images of unmicrotomed samples have been taken by microscope. 

Also, pits probably have occurred in the void/silicone rubber interface according to 

the images of microtomed samples. However, authors in [4, 5] describe that sharp 

pits may occur from surface of voids before bow-tie electrical trees grow from 

voids. Therefore, the pits shown in the Figure 5.11.3 may be the start of thermal 

degradation processes. Also, from Figure 5.10.1 to 5.10.3, the three samples have 

experienced different PD levels (1nC for Figure 5.10.1, 300pC for Figure 5.10.2, 

50pC for Figure 5.10.3) respectively. As seen from the figures, all degraded areas 

were thermally damaged with a large amount of heat.  From Figure 5.12, the 

structure of the degradation area seems to be like electrical channels. After 30 hours, 

the sample has experienced very low PD of around 10pC, which is reasonable to 

limit thermal damage but allow formation of electrical trees as the electrical trees 

normally are only caused by bond-breaking due to PD. Electrical trees normally 

grow from a sharp pit at first. However, from the Figure 5.12, the sharp pits cannot 

be seen. In addition, a repeatable experiment to confirm the electrical trees caused 

by PD bombardment proved to be impossible. Therefore, whether the electrical 

channels were caused by the PD in the void cannot be assumed. PD results indicate 

that at an early stage of the degradation processes, PD patterns can be identified as 

void discharge patterns. At the final stage of the degradation process before 

breakdown, PD patterns cannot be assured because different PD patterns have been 

found compared to void discharge patterns and electrical tree discharge patterns. 

Therefore, the change of PD pattern is probably caused by the change of surface 

conductivity of the void wall due to chemical modification to the surface of the 

voids [10] or increase of electronegative gases such as CO2 obtained from 
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degradation processes in the voids which result in increased capability of electron 

attachment is strong [8].  From the experiment on a single sample, the transition of 

PD patterns is similar as the samples degrade. However, the PD transition for the 

sample which only experiences low magnitude PD is different from the others. 

Further investigation has been undertaken through comparing the PD patterns and 

pulses between experimental and simulated results and this is described in the 

Chapter 7. 
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     Chapter 6  Experimental Results  

  Based on PD Degradation:   

  Raman and SEM microscopy 

 

Following the degradation experiment, nine degraded samples were obtained. 

Images of the samples have been obtained using scanning electron microscope 

(SEM). Raman spectroscopy has been used for analyse the chemical content of 

degraded areas of unmicrotomed samples and microtomed samples respectively.  

6.1 Raman microprobe analysis on surface of voids of unmicrotomed 

samples 

The Raman effect was discovered in the 1920s [99] yet which is with the 

invention and development of lasers and computation equipment, that it has been 

used as a spectroscopy technique. In its most basic terms, Raman spectroscopy 

involves using a monochromatic light source (such as a laser) to excite the 

molecules in a material into vibration. These vibrations are indicative of the 

molecule in question and a number of the light is reflected back elastically, 

however, a proportion of it is scattered inelastically. This change in frequency is 

indicative of the molecule. Therefore, it provides a 'fingerprint' of the molecular 

structure of the sample. 

 

After observing images obtained from the microscope, the surface of voids have 

been degraded obviously compared with voids which do not experience PD. 

Though the images indicate voids have been degraded, it cannot identify this. 

Therefore, Raman spectroscopy is used to identify carbon content from surface of 

voids. 
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Samples were characterised at various positions on the surface of voids using a  

Lecia microscope coupled to a Renishaw Raman RM1000 system using a 

Renishaw  NIR 780TF semiconductor diode laser (wavelength 780 nm) of 

power 50 mW.  The spectrometer was set up in line with Renishaw‟s 

recommendations for confocal operation of the spectrometer. All spectra were 

obtained using an extended scan between 3500 cm-1 and 100 cm-1 and were built 

up of 25 accumulative scans of 10 s and were processed using SigmaPlot 10. The 

spectra to the surface of voids are described in Figure 6.1.  

 

Figure (6.1(1)) shows six spectra, D1 to D6 that were measured for Sample 1 at 

six random different positions on the surface of the void. There are signs of 

silicone and some fluorescence, however, no evidence of graphitic carbon appear 

in this graph. Figure (6.1(2)) also shows six spectra, D1 to D6 that were measured 

for Sample 2 at six random different positions on the surface of the void.  There 

are signs of silicone and some fluorescence, and no presence of graphitic carbon 

on the surface of the void as well. Figure (6.1(3)) also shows six spectra, D1 to 

D6 that were measured for Sample 3 at six random different positions on the 

surface of the void. However, Figure (6.1(3)) indicates the D and G bands of 

graphitic carbon (arrowed) between 1310 and 1590 cm-1 [100]. Figure (6.1(4)) 

shows six spectra, D1 to D6 that were measured for Sample 4 at six random 

different positions on the surface of the void. Figure (6.1(4)) indicates that for all 

spectra are similar with organic matrix. Figure (6.1(2)) shows six spectra, D1 to 

D6 that were measured for Sample 5 at six random different positions on the 

surface of the void. Figure (6.1(5)) shows signs of silicone and some fluorescence, 

however, also no evidence of graphitic carbon is present. 
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       3) Sample 3           4) Sample 4          5) Sample 5 

 

   

 

 

Figure 6.1  Raman spectra of positions for degraded unmicrotomed samples 

(D1-D6 are six random different points on degradation areas for each sample) 

 

The presence of carbon in a void/silicone rubber interface indicates that 

degradation processes of the void involves the degradation of the bonds between 

the polymer backbone, which consist of silicone and oxygen, and the side groups 

of the polymer chain that contain carbon. Thus, it indicates the pits may be 

formed but no evidence of electrical bow-tie trees has been found. The presence 

of carbon found in aged PE samples in previous work [100] indicates chain 

2) Sample 2 1) Sample 1 
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scission of the polymer backbone itself, this was also the case with silicone 

rubber.  

 

Additionally, in all the spectra the typical peaks relating to silicone rubber can be 

seen between 200 and 900 cm-1 and these peaks of most of spectra are 

superimposed on varying degrees of fluorescence. Fluorescence is a substance 

which commonly appears in Raman spectroscopy especially in the case of 

contaminated or degraded samples [100]. The reason why there appears to be little 

or no fluorescence in Figure (6.1(4)), (6.1(5)) is unclear but as the associated 

degradation is a localised phenomenon, the lack of fluorescence could be due to 

the lack of degradation area below the surface at the points of analysis, as there 

was with the PE samples tested by Vaughan et al [100]. Therefore, the results 

cannot completely identify whether pits grow from voids or not. Further 

identification experiments should be conducted to confirm this. 

6.2  SEM microscopy on microtomed samples 

SEM can be used to obtain images of samples on a scale of microscope through the 

application of a high energy electron beam. Electrons are thermionically created 

from an electron gun which is with a tungsten filament cathode (though Lanthanum 

Hexaboride (LaB6) and field emission methods are be more widely used) and are 

focused on the sample. This beam interacts with the atoms in the sample surface 

and creates different emissions. Different categories of signal can be created by 

emissions which includes secondary electrons, back scattered emission, X-rays and 

light.  Secondary electrons are created as ionization products of the electron beam 

(which has much more energy than the ionization potential) exciting the atoms in 

the sample and secondary electrons are most widely applied in SEM, though a 

machine maybe have used multiple detectors to obtain more than one signal.  The 

electron beam makes a movement across the sample by a „raster‟ pattern. The 

secondary electrons are detected and the signal is shown as an image of variation of 
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brightness related to the intensification of the signal emitted from each point. This 

results in images with a large depth of field where surfaces away from the detector 

are darker and the surfaces closer to the detector are brighter due to a larger number 

of secondary electrons measured [101].    

 

SEM imaging is a suitable method to analyze electrically aged polymeric insulators 

as it supports high magnification images of the areas of electrical degradation 

which are interesting on the sample.  The magnification can change from x10 to 

x500, 000 [102] and the resolution between less than 1 and 20 nm relying on the 

specification of the SEM instrumentation. One restriction to SEM imaging is that it 

is surface restricted and cannot be used to detect areas that are below the surface of 

a transparent sample.  The only method to detect areas that are below the surface 

of a transparent sample by SEM is to reveal the surface of the features using 

methods such as microtomy. 

 

Another problem to SEM is that the surface of the sample can be charged due to the 

incident electrons, which are increasingly becoming problem on non-conducting 

samples, which results in distorting images. The different categories of charging are 

general (through the whole surface), edge (high features), area (from different areas 

across the sample), line by line (leading to bright streaks across the image) and 

residual charging (due to the previous scan). These impacts can be decreased and 

the better images can be obtained by balancing the incoming beam electrons to the 

outgoing sample electrons, by choosing the parameters such as increasing voltage 

and spot size and finally by carrying out the imaging in a vacuum include samples 

which can be coated in a conductive layer. 

 

Samples are sputter coated with gold (though other metals can be used relied on the 

category of sample) [103] in order to make the surface of the sample electrically 

conductive and earthed in order that electrostatic charge cannot accumulate.   A 
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best application of SEM is field emission gun SEM (FEG-SEM) [104] which uses 

an electron gun that creates a sufficient potential gradient to result in field electron 

emission. The electron beam by this method is smaller in diameter than traditional 

methods mentioned earlier, which leads to a better signal to noise ration and spatial 

resolution. Another application of SEM is environmental SEM (ESEM), which 

images can use to be obtained from „wet‟ or uncoated samples due to a gaseous 

environment within the sample chamber to make dispersion on the charge [105]. 

This is especially useful for biological specimens which are probably damaged by 

the sputter coating behavior.  Many other applications to SEM imaging are used 

before and it is often used to be related to other analytical methods such as x-ray 

microanalysis [103, 106].  It should be noted the imaging has been applied in this 

study and a description of other methods has not been shown here. 

 

SEM images were obtained using a FEG-SEM instrument on a number of samples 

through the study.  After the samples were prepared and fixed onto SEM stubs and 

sputter coated with gold, they were inserted into the imaging chamber and placed 

under a vacuum of 2 x 10 -5 mbar. An accelerating voltage of 15 kV and a spot size 

of 5.0 nm were used to obtain the images in this study.  These parameters were 

selected in order that better images can be obtained efficiently and also it can avoid 

over charging the sample. The SEM images which are related to the surface of 

microtomed voids are shown in Figure 6.2. 

 

Figures 6.2 show a selection of SEM images for the split voids. Figure 6.2.1 is an 

image of the untested void, Figure 6.2.2 is a detail of failed void and Figure 6.2.3 

to 6.2.7 are images of the degraded voids.  As can be seen from Figure 6.2.1, the 

surface of void is very smooth and no cracks and protrusions. However, the reason 

why there is a few debris in the centre of void is the fragments of silicone rubber 

fall to the inner surface of the void when microtoming the samples. As can be seen 
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      1) Sample 11 before PD experiment      2) breakdown Sample 10 

          

                3)Sample 5                   4) Sample 6 

                     

               5) Sample 7                      6) Sample 8 

 

7) Sample 9 

Figure 6.2: SEM images of (1) untested void, (2) failed void and (3-7) degraded 

voids 
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 in figure 6.2.2, large protrusions have formed around the edges of the void.  These 

protrusions are fairly large in comparison to the other samples and are nodular in 

appearance However, figure 6.2.3 shows there are no cracks and protrusions around 

the edges of the void because the void probably has not been cut open and a thin 

layer of silicone rubber is on the top of the degraded void. Figure 6.2.4 shows in the 

image of the whole void, it can be seen that it has an uneven surface with some 

protrusions around the edges of void. As can be seen in figure 6.2.6, large 

protrusions have formed around the edges of the void.  These protrusions are 

fairly large in comparison to the other degraded samples and are nodular in 

appearance.  Figure 6.2.5 and figure 6.2.7 shows the void surfaces are again not 

uniform and have large cracks and some protrusions across the surface. These 

cracks are possibly a response to the gas pressure during aging.  However, the 

interface between voids and silicone rubber is smooth and no crack or protrusions. 

The reason is the surface of channels at the interface are not revealed as open 

because the size of channels is too small to see where the surface of the channels 

has been microtomed 

6.3 Raman microprobe analysis on surface of voids of microtomed 

samples 

 

Samples were then characterised at various positions around degradation area using 

a Lecia microscope coupled to a Renishaw Raman RM1000 system using a 

Renishaw NIR 780TF semiconductor diode laser (wavelength 780 nm) of power 10 

mW. The detailed setup is similar with that described in section 6.1. The spectra 

(A1-A3; B1, B2; C1, C3) of five samples on degradation areas, area close to 

degradation area and area far away from degradation area and the spectra.  The 

spectra (A1-A3) of four samples on degradation areas are described in Figure 6.3 

and Figure 6.4.  The five graphs in Figure 6.3(1) to Figure 6.3(5) all show seven 

spectra (A1-A3; B1, B2; C1, C2) which separately describe degradation areas, area 
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                     7) Sample 7        8)Sample 8 

Figure 6.3   Raman spectra of positions for degraded microtomed samples (A1, 

A2, A3 indicate points in degradation area; B1, B2 indicate points in area close 

to degradation area; C1, C2 indicate points in area far away degradation area) 
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close to degradation area and area far away from degradation area. Specifically, the 

spectra A1, A2 and A3 describe degradation areas in Figure (6.3(1)) shows signs of  

silicone and some fluorescence, however, no evidence of graphitic carbon appear in 

the degradation area. The spectra B1, B2 (areas close to degradation area) and 

spectra C1, C2 (area far away from degradation area) in Figure (6.3(1)) are all 

similar to the organic matrix.  

 

The spectra A2 describing degradation areas in Figure (6.3(2)) shows large amount 

of fluorescence, the spectra A1, A3 shows the sign of silicone which is similar as 

spectra B1,B2 ( areas close to degradation area) and spectra C1,C2 (area far away 

from degradation area). However, these spectra all show no presence of graphitic 

carbon.  

 

The spectra A2, C1 indicating degradation areas in Figure (6.3(3)) indicate the D 

and G bands of graphitic carbon (arrowed) between 1310 and 1590 cm-1 [100], but 

the spectra A1 (degradation area) only shows the sign of silicone which is similar as 

spectra A3, B1 (describing areas close to degradation area) and spectra B2, C2 (area 

far away from degradation area).  

 

The spectra A2 and A3 (degradation area) in Figure (6.3(4)) indicates signs of 

silicone and a little amount of fluorescence, but the spectra A1 (degradation area) 

only shows signs of silicone. However, these three spectra all show no presence of 

graphitic carbon. The spectra B1 (areas close to degradation area) and spectra 

carbon appears in the degradation area. The spectra B1 (areas close to degradation 

area) and spectra C1, C2 (area far away from degradation area) in Figure (6.3(5)) 

are all similar with organic matrix, but the spectra B2 (areas close to degradation 

area) shows some fluorescence.  

 

The spectra in Figure (6.3(6)), (6.3(7)), (6.3(8)) all indicate the D and G bands of 
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graphitic carbon (arrowed) between 1310 and 1590 cm-1 [102], which has been  

scanned on the degradation areas. 

 

1) 

 

2) 

Figure 6.4  1) Image of the microtomed sample 9  2) Raman spectra of 

positions for the microtomed sample 9 

A1 

A5 

A4 

A2 
A3 

A6 
A7 

The upper surface of 

sample 

The degradation 

surface of the void 

The channel growing 

from the surface of 

the void 
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In addition, the spectra A1, A2, A3 and A4 in Figure (6.4(2)) indicate the D and G 

bands of graphitic carbon (arrowed) between 1310 and 1590 cm-1 [100]. The spectra 

A5, A7 only show signs of silicone and a little amount of fluorescence.  The spectra 

A6 is similar to the organic matrix. 

 

The presence of carbon in the degradation area of a microtomed void indicates that 

a degradation process of the void involves the degradation of the bonds between the 

polymer backbone, which consist of silicone and oxygen, and the side groups of the 

polymer chain that contain carbon. Thus, it further identifies the pits have grown 

from a void. The presence of carbon has been found in aged PE samples in previous 

work [100]. 

 

In addition, in all the spectra the typical peaks relating to silicone rubber can be 

seen between 200 and 900 cm-1 and these peaks of the spectra describing 

degradation area and areas close to degradation area are superimposed on varying 

degrees of fluorescence. Fluorescence is a substance which commonly appears in 

Raman spectroscopy especially in the case of contaminated or degraded samples 

[100]. Fluorescence appearing on these spectra shows that degradation behaviour 

has taken place on the interface between voids and silicone rubber. Moreover, it 

indicates that the areas close to degradation area have been impacted by 

degradation processes. The reason why there appears to be little or no fluorescence 

on some spectra of degradation areas is unclear but as the associated degradation is 

a localised phenomenon, the lack of fluorescence could be due to the lack of 

degradation area below the surface at the points of analysis as there was with the 

PE samples tested by Vaughan et al [100]. 
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6.4 Raman microprobe analysis for breakdown in epoxy resin 

  

The method for Raman microprobe analysis is the same as section 6.1. The five 

spectra representing random positions in the breakdown areas of three samples are 

shown in Figure 6.5. 
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                             3) Epoxy Sample 3 

Figure 6.5  Raman spectra of positions for failed samples ( Random points 1 to 5 

on breakdown areas for each sample) 

 

In Figure (6.5(1)), the spectra 1 only shows signs of epoxy resin. The spectra 2 

shows signs of epoxy resin and a little amount of fluorescence. The spectra 3,4,5 all 

indicate the D and G bands (arrowed) of graphitic carbon between 1310 and 1590 

cm-1 [105]. In Figure (6.5(2)), the spectra 1, 2 only shows signs of epoxy resin. The 
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spectra 3,4 all indicate the D and G bands (arrowed) of graphitic carbon between 

1310 and 1590 cm-1 [100]. The spectra 5 shows a large amount of fluorescence. In 

Figure(6.5(3)), expect for spectra 1, the other spectra all indicate the D and G bands 

(arrowed) of graphitic carbon between 1310 and 1590 cm-1 [100]. 

 

The presence of carbon in the breakdown areas of breakdown samples indicates that 

a degradation process of the void involves the degradation of the bonds between the 

polymer backbone and the side groups of the polymer chain that contain carbon. In 

addition, in some spectra the typical peaks relating to epoxy resin can be seen 

between 200 and 1300 cm-1, which is different from that of silicone rubber and the 

peaks of all the spectra are superimposed on varying degrees of fluorescence. 

Fluorescence is a substance which commonly appears in Raman spectroscopy 

especially in the case of contaminated or degraded samples [100]. 

 

 

6.5 Summary  

The SEM technique has been used to identify further the degradation processes. For 

the untested void, the SEM image shows that there are no cracks and protrusions on 

the surface of the void. For the failed void, it can be seen that large protrusions have 

formed around the edges of the void and these protrusions are fairly large in 

comparison to the other samples and are nodular in appearance. For the degraded 

voids, the large cracks and some protrusions appear on the surface of most of 

degraded voids, which indicates the voids have experienced degradation processes.  

Raman results show that different degree of fluorescence has been found on some 

degraded unmicrotomed samples. In addition, carbon content has been found on a 

degraded unmicrotomed sample. For microtomed samples, different amounts of 

fluorescence also appear on the degradation areas of microtomed samples. Small 

amounts of fluorescence appears on the areas close to degradation area. No 
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fluorescence can be found on areas far away from degradation areas. Carbon 

content has been also found on the degraded area of a microtomed sample. 

Fluorescence appears from spectra of unmicrotomed and microtomed samples 

shows that the scanned areas have been degraded. The presence of carbon content 

shows that the pits probably grow from the void. Additionally, the Raman 

spectroscopy for breakdown of epoxy resin containing voids has been performed. 

The spectra obtained from breakdown areas indicate D and G bands of graphitic 

carbon dominate the spectrum. The carbon and the fluorescence detected by Raman 

has confirmed the areas shown in images have been degraded and the degradation 

areas cause chain scission of insulation material and higher conductivity of surface 

of voids which is in agreement with the Raman results which show carbon content 

and the fluorescence appear. The higher conductivity of the surface of voids may 

lead to the distortion of local electric fields, which probably has an impact on 

degradation processes. 
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Chapter 7  Comparison between  

Measured and Simulated PD 

patterns 

 

7.1  The revised Partial discharge model 

 

The revised PD model developed in this work is based on the Finite Element 

Analysis (FEA) model described in [24]. The development of the model that 

consists of a spherical cavity within a solid dielectric material using FEA method 

to model PD activity during degradation processes is detailed in this chapter. Also, 

the equations associated with this model are introduced in the Appendix A, which 

is originally from Illias‟s PhD thesis [2]. The two-dimensional model geometry 

using the FEA method, equations associated with the model and the flowcharts of 

the MATLAB code are explained. The PD modelling section is separated into 

several sub sections; FEA model equations, development of the model, local field 

enhancement, discharge process model, discharge magnitude calculation, 

temperature variation in the void because of PD, surface charge decay via 

conducting processes along the wall of cavity after a PD takes place and the 

electron generation rate. For simplifying the simulation model, several 

assumptions have been applied in this model.  

 

The model has been applied to simulate partial discharge (PD) behaviour during 

degradation processes. The obtained simulation results are then in comparison 

with measurement results to assure the critical parameters influencing PD activity 

and to confirm physical mechanisms having an impact on PD behaviour for 

different conditions. The critical parameters include the inception and extinction 

fields, effective charge decay time constant and the cavity surface conductivity. 
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The physical mechanisms which can be confirmed from this model which are 

related with PD behaviour are conduction of charge along the cavity wall, electron 

generation rate process, the electron generation rate and temperature variation in 

the void. 

   7.1.1 Finite Element Analysis model 

 

The model is performed in two-dimensional (2D) axial symmetric COMSOL 

software and is interfaced with MATLAB programming code [107]. Partial 

Differential Equations (PDE) can solve the electric potential and temperature in 

the model. 

 

PDE equations are provided into Ordinary Differential Equations (ODE) and 

ODEs are solved. By developing the model using 2D axial symmetric geometry, 

the simulation time can be decreased due to the request of less mesh elements. 

Two application modes are applied to solve the problem in the model, `Meridional 

Electric Current' and `Heat Transfer by Conduction'. In the `Model Navigator' 

window of COMSOL, the `2D Axial Symmetry' space dimension is applied and 

the `Quasi Statics, Electric' is chosen under the `AC/DC Module' to solve the 

electric field distribution and `Conduction' under `Heat Transfer Module' is added 

to the Multiphysics to deal with the temperature distribution in the model. 

    7.1.1 1 Field model equation 

The distribution of electric potential in the dielectric is introduced by the field 

model. The fundamental governing equations of the field model are 
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where Equation 7.1 is the field model equation, Equation 7.2 is the current 
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continuity equation, 


D  is the electric displacement field,  ρf the free charge 

density or unpaired charge density and 


f
J  is the free current density [108]. It is 

hypothesized that the dielectric model is a linear isotropic, non-dispersive material 

with an instantaneous polarization which is related to slowly variation field, 

Equation 7.3 can be written as 
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According to equation 7.3, 


E  is the electric field, V is the electric potential and ε 

is the permittivity of the material. Since


f
J is equal to V



 and ρf is equal to 

)( V


  where σ is the electric conductivity, Equation 7.4 can also be written 

as 
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FEA is used to solve Equation 7.4 and assure the electric potential in the model. 

 

   7.1.1.2 Heat transfer equation 

 

In order to study the temperature distribution in the cavity because of a PD, it is 

assumed that the heat energy is from electron ionization during a PD is transferred 

to the cavity by heat conduction, i.e. when the cavity changes its state from a 

non-conducting to a conducting state. Therefore, the temperature distribution can 

be calculated by using `Heat Transfer Module by conduction' in the FEA software. 

The governing PDE equation is 
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where ρ is the density, C is the specific heat capacity, T is the temperature, k is the 

thermal conductivity and Q is the heat source density.  
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   7.1.2 Model geometry and mesh 

 
Figure 7.1 to Figure 7.3 show details of the 2D axial-symmetric model geometry 

and the boundary line numbers of the test object which has been developed. The 

model consists of a homogenous dielectric material of 2.0 mm thickness and 50 

mm diameter, a hemispherical cavity of around 1.1 mm diameter due to the centre 

axis of symmetry and the cavity surface of 0.05 mm thickness to simulate surface 

charge decay through conduction along the cavity wall. Also, at the top and bottom 

of center of the void, two tiny cavity surface degradation areas have been added. 

The diameter of the degradation areas is 0.005mm. The material of degradation 

areas is set to be within silicone rubber [109]. The maximum cross-sectional area 

of the cavity centre is applied to calculate dynamic current during PD for PD real 

charge magnitude calculation. The horizontal line in Figure 7.1 shows the centre of 

the cavity. A sinusoidal voltage is applied to the upper electrode and the lower 

electrode is always grounded. A 2D unstructured mesh with triangular elements is 

used. The meshes in the cavity and on the cavity surface are refined because 

higher accuracy is required in electric potential calculation within these methods. 

The meshing in the model is shown in Figure 7.3. 

   7.1.3 Boundary and subdomain settings 

 

Tables 7.1 to Table 7.6 show the assigned constants, subdomain settings and 

boundary settings of the model that are used for the simulation. 

 

After the boundaries and subdomains of the model have been set and chosen, the 

model is meshed and prepare for being solved. The `Transient, electric currents' 

analysis with `Time dependent' solver is selected under the `Solver Parameters'. 

The time stepping is set at 0:0.0025:0.005. Then, the model is solved by clicking 

the `Solve Problem' under the `Solve' tab. The solution can be completed no error 

is in the model. The electric field and temperature distributions in the model can 

be achieved by the selection to the options under the `Postprocessing' tab in the 

`Plot Parameter' window. The solved model is saved as .m file so that the model 

can be opened and edited in MATLAB. 
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Figure 7.1 2D axial--symmetric model geometry in COMSOL software 
 

 

Figure 7.2 Model geometry with boundary line numbers. 

 

Figure 7.3 2D model geometry and mesh 
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Table 7.1 Defined constants for the Electric Currents application model 
 

 
 
 

 
 

Name   Expression  Description 

Uapp 14 [kV] Applied voltage amplitude 

freq 50 [Hz] Frequency of the applied 

voltage 

Ermat 2.75 Relative permittivity of 

dielectric material 

Ers0 2.75 Relative permittivity of 

cavity surface on no 

degradation area 

Ercav 1 Relative permittivity of the 

cavity 

Smat  1e-9 [S/m] Conductivity of dielectric 

material 

Ss0 1e-9 [S/m] Initial conductivity of cavity 

surface on no degradation 

area 

Ss1 1e-9 [S/m] Initial conductivity of cavity 

surface on degradation area 

Scav0 5e-3 [S/m] Initial conductivity of cavity 

Ers1 13 Relative permittivity of 

cavity surface on degradation 

area 
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Table 7.2 subdomain settings for the Electric Currents application model 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Table 7.3 Boundary settings for the Meridional Electric Currents application model 

 

Subdomain Thermal 

conductivity 

Specific 

heat 

capacity 

Density Heat 

source 

density 

Material kmat Cmat rhmat Qmat 

Cavity 
surface 

kmat Cmat rhmat Qmat 

Cavity kcav Ccav rhcav Qcav 

 

Table 7.4: Subdomain settings for the Heat Transfer by Conduction application model 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Subdomain Relative 

permittivity 

Electrical 

conductivity 

Material Ermat Smat 

Cavity Surface on no 

degradation area 

Ers0 Ss0 

Cavity Ercav Scav 

Cavity Surface on 

degradation area 

Ers1 Ss1 

Boundary line Boundary condition  Expression 

9 Electric potential )2sin( tfreqpiUappV   

12 Electric insulation 
0



Jn  

1,3,4,5,7,8 Axial symmetry r=0 

2 Ground V=0 

All interior 

boundaries 

Continuity 0)(
21




JJn  
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Boundary line Boundary condition Expression 

1,3,4,5,7,8 Axial-symmetry r=0 

2,9,12 Thermal insulation 
0)( 



Tkn  

All interior boundary Continuity 
0)( 2211 



TkTkn  

 

Table 7.5: Boundary settings for the Heat Transfer by Conduction application 

Model 

Name Expression Description 

T0 273 [K] Initial temperature 

 

kcav 0.0257[W/m/K] Thermal conductivity 
of the cavity 

 

kmat 0.17[W/m/K] Thermal conductivity 
of the material 

 

Ccav 1005[J/(kgK)] Specific heat capacity 

of the cavity 
 

Cmat 1800[J/(kgK)] Specific heat capacity 

of the material 
 

rhcav 1.205[kg/m^3] Density of the cavity 

 

rhmat 1250[kg/m^3] Density of the 
material 

 

Qcav 0[W/m^3] Heat source density of 

the cavity 
 

Qmat 0[W/m^3] Heat source density of 

the material 
 

ks 110[W/m/K] Thermal conductivity 

of the cavity surface 
on degradation area 

Cs 0.71[J/(kgK)] Specific heat capacity 
of the cavity surface 

on degradation area 

Qs 2.09[kg/m^3] Density of the cavity 
surface on 

degradation area 

Table 7.6: Defined constants for the Heat Transfer by Conduction (at 20oC, 100 kPa) 
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   7.1.4    Parameters in the model for simulation 

Table 7.7 details the parameters used for all simulations at ambient temperature. 

From Table 7.7, the time step during no PD, Δt0, is set equal to 1/500f, where f is 

the frequency of the applied voltage. The simulation time is suitable and also high 

precision of phase of the applied voltage is kept using this value. If Δt0 is too large, 

the field in the cavity will change too much in one time step, leading to a less 

precise display of the phase of PD occurrence. In addition, if Δt0 is set too short, 

the simulation time will be increased for little benefit in obtained results. 

 

The time interval during a PD event, Δt1, is reduced to 1 ns because if Δt1 is less 

than this value, the simulation time will be increased too much for no obvious 

benefit.  The selected time step assures that the precision of PD charge magnitude 

is maximised.  If Δt1 is set larger than 1 ns, the simulation time will be decreased 

and the precision of the PD charge magnitude will also be reduced due to the rate 

of change of the field in the cavity during PD. The material conductivity, σmat, is 

set as 1×10−9 Sm−1 because the conductivity of silicone resin is found to be 1×10−9 

Sm−1 [110].  As the material is a dielectric with a non-zero DC conductivity, a 

current is flowing through the material when a voltage is applied.  The electric 

field distribution is not influenced if σmat is smaller than 1×10 −9Sm−1 by the 

simulation using the FEA method.  Therefore, setting σmat as 1×10 −9Sm−1 is 

suitable. The cavity conductivity between PD events, σcav0 is set equal to 0 Sm−1 

because no current is flowing in the cavity during this time. The value for the 

maximum cavity conductivity during a PD event, σcavmax is set equal to 

5×10−3Sm−1.   

 

This value is in comparison with the value that is calculated using Equation A.1 

and Equation A.2 with the measured maximum charge magnitude from the 

experiment. This value is suitable to remain the simulation time short and monitor 

to avoid the field in the cavity from dropping too fast during the PD. If σcavmax is set 

higher than 5×10−3Sm−1, the field in the cavity will drop too fast and will stop 

when field level is much lower than the extinction field, which leads to larger PD 

charge magnitudes. If σcavmax is set lower than 5×10−3Sm−1, the simulation time 

will be increased for little benefit. The σcavmax is lower than 5×10−3Sm−1 cannot 
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significantly influence the PD charge magnitude and the field when discharge stops, 

however, more than 100 time steps are obtained to deal with a PD event. Different 

values of σcavmax do not have an influence on the rate of temperature variation in 

the cavity during a discharge occurs. 

 

It is assumed that the relative permittivity of silicone resin is 2.75 [110]. For the 

degradation areas, the cavity surface permittivity and the initial cavity surface 

conductivity are set to εrs1 and σs1 respectively. For areas that have no degradation 

areas, the cavity surface permittivity and the initial cavity surface conductivity are 

set to εrs0 and σs0 respectively. The relative permittivity of the cavity, εrcav is set 

equal to 1 because it is assumed that the gas in the cavity is air. The 

stress-dependent coefficient for surface conductivity, α is set equal to 10 mm·kV−1 

in order to control the rate of change of σs. If α is set too small, σs will increase too 

slowly to tend to σsmax, which leads to the decrement of Es is not adequate, which 

results in larger simulated maximum PD magnitudes than those obtained from the 

measurement data. 

 

However,  if α is set too large, the increment of σs will become too fast, which 

leads to a decrement of Es is too fast. It also can be applied on the 

thermal-dependent coefficient for surface conductivity, β, which is set as 1/293 K−1 

for all simulations. 

 

The effective charge decay time constant, τdec, is 2 ms for all simulations at room 

temperature. However, for degradation processes, the τdec should be set higher on 

the degradation areas than that on no degradation areas. This value was based on 

published literature which uses silicone rubber as a dielectric material, where the 

value for τdec used is between 1 to 4 ms at room temperature [111]. 

 

The cavity surface thickness, hs is set to 0.05 mm. This value is reasonable as the 

difference in the electric field distribution on the cavity surface for different 

surface thicknesses is very small.  However, if the thickness is too small, the 

simulation time is longer because of the use of more mesh elements in the model 

geometry. In addition, the thickness of degradation area of cavity surface is 

estimated 0.0005mm through the observation to the degraded samples under 
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microscope. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

Table 7.7 Definition and symbol of parameter used for all simulations (at ambient 

temperature) 
 

Definition Symbol Value Unit 

Time step during No PD dt 0.001 s 

Time step during PD dt 1 ns 

Material relative permittivity εrmat 2.75  

Cavity surface of degradation  
areas relative permittivity 

εrs  
13 

 

Cavity relative permittivity εrcav 1  

Material conductivity σmat 1e-9 S/m 

Initial cavity surface conductivity 
of no degradation areas 

σs0 1e-9 S/m 

Maximum cavity conductivity σcavmax 5e-3 S/m 

Initial cavity surface conductivity 
of degradation areas 

σs1 1e-9 S/m 

Cavity initial temperature T0 293 K 

Specific heat capacity of the 

material 

Cmat 1800 J/(kgK) 

Specific heat capacity of air Ccav 1005 J/(kgK) 

Thermal conductivity of the 

material 

kmat 0.17 W/(mK) 

Thermal conductivity of air kcav 0.0257 W/(mK) 

Density of the material ρmat 1250 Kg/m3 

Density of air ρcav 1.205 Kg/m3 

Maximum cavity surface 
conductivity on no degradation 

areas 

σsmax0 1e-5 S/m 

Specific heat capacity of 
degradation areas 

Cs 0.71 J/(kgK) 

Thermal conductivity of 
degradation areas 

ks 110 W/(mK) 

Density of degradation areas ρs 2.09 Kg/m3 
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 7.2  Comparison of PD patterns and pulse 

A comparison of PD activity measurement and simulation results has been made in 

order to study PD behaviour during degradation processes. From the comparison, 

the critical parameters and physical mechanisms influences the sequence of PD 

events for degradation processes to be assessed by the variation in certain model 

parameters. Comparisons are normally preceded using the υ-q-n plots, number of 

PDs per cycle, maximum charge magnitude and minimum charge magnitude. 

Simulation of field as the function of the time of the applied field, PD charge 

magnitude and temperature in the cavity has been finished to analyse the sequence 

of PD events. The stage of degradation processes typically is separated into three 

types. Initially, the turtle-like pattern or the rabbit-ear pattern occurs at the 

beginning of the degradation processes. Then, the unidentified patterns occur after 

several hours towards the end of degradation processes. The results from sample 2 

were obtained by stressing five samples simultaneously, however, as the difference 

between the size of degraded sample (sample 2) and the size of failed sample 

(sample f) is big, therefore the PD patterns from sample 2 can be identified clearly 

because the PD magnitude from the failed sample is larger than that from the 

degraded sample. In addition, all the simulated PD patterns and pulses were 

attempting to match the experimental PD patterns and pulses by adjusting the three 

types of parameters ( EGR, effective charge decay time constant and maximum 

surface conductivity on degradation areas). 

   

   7.2.1 Turtle-like patterns 

 
Figure 7.4-7.8 show υ-q-n plots of measurement and simulation results of PD 

activity as a function of amplitude of the applied 50 Hz ac sinusoidal voltage for 

100 cycles for PD patterns and 10 cycles for pulses.  The simulation results 

shown in Figure 7.4-7.8 are obtained from the model when the temperature 

change in the cavity due to PD events is considered.  This is because the 

simulation results from the model when the temperature change in the cavity is 

neglected are nearly similar to that of the model when the temperature change is 

considered. At the beginning of the degradation processes, the turtle-like patterns 
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normally have been found.  However, the turtle-like pattern in figure 7.8 will be 

described in specific because it occurs at the end of degradation processes. The 

figures shown in Figure 7.4-7.8 describe the model results for turtle–like patterns 

for the four different samples. Most of turtle- like patterns are very concentrated, 

but in figure 7.8, the turtle-like pattern is more dispersed than the other turtle- like 

patterns. 

             

               1) 14kV                        3) 14kV 

                 
               2)14kV                         4) 14kV                 

Figure 7.4  PD patterns and pulses of the measurement (1-2) and simulation 

(3-4) for sample 2 after 20mins for degradation processeS 

                                                                                                

          1) 17kV                              3)17kV 
 

             
   

         2) 17kV                               4)17kV 

Figure 7.5  PD patterns and pulses of the measurement (1-2) and simulation (3-4) 

for sample 6 after 1hour for degradation processes 
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           1) 14kV                            2)  14kV  

 
   

          
             3) 14kV                          4)  14kV   

 

Figure 7.6  PD patterns and pulses of the measurement (1-2) and simulation (3-4) 

for sample 8 after1hour for degradation processes                                                              

         
           1) 10kV                              2) 10kV 
 

          
           3)10kV                               4)10kV 

Figure 7.7  PD patterns and pulses of the measurement (1-2) and simulation 

(3-4) for sample 9 after 10hours for degradation processes 
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         1)10kV                               3)10kV       

 

             
 
         2)10kV                              4) 10kV          

Figure 7.8  PD patterns and pulses of the measurement (1-2) and simulation (3-4) 

for sample 9 after 20hours for degradation processes 

 

Table 7.8 to Table 7.9 compares the measurement and simulation results. 

Comparison between measurement and simulation results clearly indicates  that the 

simulation results are in reasonable agreement with the measurement results for all 

types of voids. The simulation of υ-q-n plots shown here are only for the model 

considering the temperature change in the cavity due to PD events because the 

simulation by ignoring the temperature change in the cavity also creates the similar 

patterns.  

Sample numbers Sample 2 Sample 6 Sample 8 Sample 9 

Numbers of PDs 

per cycle 

  8    9   8  10  10 

Mean charge 

magnitude (pC) 

140 1590 55 5.2 4.2 

Maximum PD 

magnitude (pC) 

152 2210 85 7 7.2 

Minimum PD 

magnitude (pC) 

110 530 20 1 1 

Table 7.8: Measurement results for different samples 
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Table 7.9: Simulation results for different samples (When the temperature 

change in the cavity is considered) 

For the turtle- like patterns, the critical parameters have been shown in Table 7.10. 

From the Table 7.10, in a larger cavity, there may be more free charges 

accumulated on the cavity surface than charge trapping in surface state. This 

reduces the amount of charge detrapping from the cavity surface, which act as 

initial free electrons for the next PD. Therefore, this is the reason why lower initial 

electron generation rate due to surface charge is obtained in the simulation. 

However, the electron generation rate due to volume ionization, Nev is higher for 

the larger cavity size because there may be more free electrons generated from 

background radiation in a larger cavity volume. The maximum surface 

conductivity, σsmax1 is found to be higher for the larger cavity size. Because the 

cavity surface conductivity is a field dependent parameter, larger σ smax1 is obtained 

for the larger cavity in order to match the measured and simulated maximum PD 

charge magnitude.  Hence, free surface charge decay through conduction along 

the cavity wall is more significant for the larger cavity size.  There may be high 

amount of charges accumulated on the cavity surface, which decays through 

surface conduction with time. The effective charge decay time constant, τdec, is 

independent of the applied voltage because it is assumed that charge decay of the 

trapped charges is only influenced by the thermal process. Furthermore, the 

measured mean, maximum and minimum charge magnitudes are higher in the 

larger cavity because the maximum avalanche propagation length parallel to the 

Sample 

numbers 

Sample 2 Sample 6 Sample 8 Sample 9 

Numbers of 

PDs per cycle 

  8.2   9.1   8.3  9.1  9.2 

Mean charge 

magnitude (pC) 

  149  1403   56  4.5  4.7 

Maximum PD 

magnitude (pC) 

  180  2110   95  5.2  6.2 

Minimum PD 

magnitude (pC) 

  101  520   25  1.1  1.1 
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applied field and the resulting avalanche head perpendicular to the applied field are 

larger. Finally, the reason why the turtle like curve of υ-q-n plot in figure 7.8 has a 

dispersed pattern, compared to the turtle-like curve for the other voids can be 

hypothesized. It is assumed that since the cavity surface conductivity is a field 

dependent parameter, larger σsmax1 is obtained for the turtle- like pattern in figure 

7.8 in order to match the measured and simulated maximum PD charge magnitude. 

Thus, free surface charge decay through conduction along the cavity wall is more 

significant for this turtle- like pattern. There may be high amount of charges 

accumulated on the cavity surface, which decays through surface conduction with 

time.  The reason why higher conductivity for this kind of turtle-like pattern has 

been hypothesized that the conducting channel leads to make the charge 

combination and neutralization in the conducting channel, which result in lower 

initial generation rate because a conducting channel has been observed to have 

formed within the sample 9 shown in Figure 5.12. 

 
Table 7.10 Definition of parameters used in the simulation for turtle-like patterns 

Definition Symbol Different samples Unit 

Sample 

2 

Sample   

6 

Sample  

8 

Sample  

9 

Initial EGR due 
to surface 
emission 

Nes0L 1000 500 1500 2000 1500 1/s 

Initial EGR due 

to surface 
emission 

Nes0H 6000 5000 6500 7000 7000 1/s 

EGR due to 

volume 
ionization 

Nev 60 100 50 10 10 1/s 

Effective charge 

decay time 
constant 

τdec 2e-3 2e-3 2e-3 2e-3 2e-3 s 

Maximum 
surface 

conductivity on 
degradation 

areas 

σsmax1 1e-8 1e-7 1e-9 1e-9 1e-7 S/m 

Size of voids d 1.0 1.8 0.9 0.5 mm 

The applied 

voltage 

Uapp 14 17 14 10 kV 
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   7.2.2  Rabbit-ear patterns 

Figure 7.9 shows υ-q-n plots of measurement and simulation results of PD 

activity as a function of amplitude of the applied 50 Hz ac sinusoidal voltage for 

100 cycles for PD patterns and 10cycles for pulses.  The simulation results 

shown in Figure 7.9 are obtained from the model when the temperature change in 

the cavity due to PD events is considered.  This is because the simulation results 

from the model when the temperature change in the cavity is neglected are similar 

to that of the model when the temperature change is considered.  At the 

beginning of the degradation processes, the rabbit-ear patterns also normally have 

been found.  However, it should not be believed that rabbit-ear patterns must 

occur after the turtle- like patterns. The figures shown in Figure 7.9 describe the 

rabbit ear patterns for only one sample. 

  

                            

1) 14kV                                  3) 14kV 

                                                                                                      

         2) 14kV                                  4) 14kV 

Figure 7.9  PD patterns and pulses of the measurement (1-2) and simulation (3-4) 

for sample 2 after 35 mins for degradation processes 

  

Table 7.11-7.12 compares the measurement and simulation results. Comparison 

between measurement and simulation results clearly indicates  that the simulation 

results are in reasonable agreement with the measurement results for this type of 

void. The simulation of υ-q-n plots shown here are only for the model considering 
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the temperature change in the cavity due to PD events because the simulation by 

neglecting the temperature change in the cavity also produces the similar patterns. 

From the υ-q-n plots, referring to the charge magnitude-phase axes, the 

„rabbit-ear‟ like curves appear when PDs occur with higher charge magnitude and 

broad „straight- line‟ patterns appear when PDs occur with a lower charge 

magnitude are obviously displayed. However, the rabbit-ear like curve is shorter 

than the other kinds of rabbit-ear like curve. 

Sample 

numbers 

   Sample 2 

Numbers of 

PDs per cycle 

19 

Mean charge 

magnitude (pC) 

146 

Maximum PD 

magnitude (pC) 

        251 

Minimum PD 

magnitude (pC) 

100 

Table 7.11: Measurement results for sample 2 
 

Sample numbers Sample 2 

Numbers of PDs 

per cycle 

15 

Mean charge 

magnitude (pC) 

152 

Maximum PD 

magnitude (pC) 

        256 

Minimum PD 

magnitude (pC) 

102 

Table 7.12: Simulation results for sample 2(When the temperature 

change in the cavity is considered) 
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For the rabbit- like patterns, the critical parameters have been shown in Table 7.13. 

The reason why the rabbit ear is shorter than the other rabbit ear patterns is the 

electron generation rate is higher because of degradation on surface of voids. 

Moreover, in comparison with the turtle-like patterns in Figure 7.4, the electron 

generation rate NesoH, NesoL is increased, maximum surface conductivity σsmax1 on 

degradation areas is also increased, and the effective charge decay time constant is 

also increased.  It is assumed that the electron generation rate and charge decay 

time is higher than that of turtle-like as the surface of void has been slightly 

degraded, but not as seriously as the unknown shape. The degradation behaviour 

leads to increase the conductivity at the degradation areas. Furthermore, an 

increase of electronegative gases such as CO2 obtained from degradation processes 

in the voids which may result in greatly increased electron attachment [8], which 

leads to increase the statistical time lag for PD events occurrence. Therefore, the 

rabbit –ear has a larger charge magnitude at the early phase. However, due to the 

degradation behavior, more electrons and positive ions emit from the surface of 

voids, which results in the increase of electron generation rate. Thus, the length of 

rabbit-ear is shorter than the typical rabbit-ear. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 7.13  Definition of parameters used in the simulation for rabbit-ear patterns 
 

     

Definition Symbol Sample 2 Unit 

Initial EGR due to 
surface emission 

Nes0L 5000 1/s 

Initial EGR due to 

surface emission 

Nes0H 18000 1/s 

EGR due to volume 
ionization 

Nev 60 1/s 

Effective charge 
decay time constant 

τdec 3e-3 s 

Maximum surface 
conductivity on 

degradation areas 

σsmax1 1e-6 S/m 

Size of void d 1.0 mm 

The applied voltage Uapp 14 kV 
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   7.2.3 The unidentified patterns 

Figure 7.10-7.13 show υ-q-n plots of measurement and simulation results of PD 

activity as a function of amplitude of the applied 50 Hz ac sinusoidal voltage for 

100 cycles PD patterns and 10cycles for pulses.  The simulation results shown in 

Figure 7.10-7.13 are obtained from the model when the temperature change in the 

cavity due to PD events is considered.  This is because the simulation results 

from the model when the temperature change in the cavity is neglected are similar 

to that of the model when the temperature change is considered.  In the end of 

the degradation processes, the unidentified patterns normally have been found. 

The figures shown in Figure 7.10-7.13 describe the model results for the 

unidentified patterns for the four different samples. The charge magnitude for the 

all unidentified patterns is very low and the curve seems like “bar-like”. 

          

               1) 14kV                        3) 14kV 

            
               2)14kV                         4) 14kV                 

 

Figure 7.10  PD patterns and pulses of the measurement (1-2) and simulation (3-4) for 
sample 2 after 6hours for degradation processes 

              
   1) 17kV                               2)17kV 
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         3) 17kV                               4) 17kV 

Figure 7.11 PD patterns and pulses of the measurement (1-2) and simulation (3-4) for 

sample 6 after 4hours for degradation processes 

    

          
           1)14kV                                 2) 14kV                                                                               
 

              
         3)14kV                                  4)14kV 

Figure 7.12 PD patterns and pulses of the measurement (1-2) and simulation (3-4) for 

sample 8 after 5hours for degradation processes 

 

 

         
           1) 10kV                              2) 10kV 
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            2)10kV                              4) 10kV 
            

Figure 7.13  PD patterns and pulses of the measurement (1-2) and simulation (3-4) 

for sample 9 after 3hours for degradation processes 

 
Table 7.14 compares the measurement and simulation results. Comparison 

between measurement and simulation results clearly indicates  that the simulation 

results are in reasonable agreement with the measurement results for all types of 

voids. The simulation of υ-q-n plots shown here are only for the model 

considering the temperature change in the cavity due to PD events because the 

simulation by neglecting the temperature change in the cavity also produces the 

similar patterns.  

Sample 

numbers 

Sample 2 Sample 6 Sample 8 Sample 9 

Numbers of 

PDs per cycle 

  14   4   4 19 

 

Mean charge 

magnitude (pC) 

  152  1003  65 4.5 

 

Maximum PD 

magnitude (pC) 

  181  1510  80    10 

 

Minimum PD 

magnitude (pC) 

  125 1000  60 4 

 

Table 7.14: Measurement results for different samples 
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Sample 

numbers 

Sample 2 Sample 6 Sample 8 Sample 9 

Numbers of 

PDs per cycle 

  14.2   4.5   4.3 18.1 

Mean charge 

magnitude 

(pC) 

  154  1004  62.5 4.3 

Maximum PD 

magnitude 

(pC) 

  192  1520  75 10.2 

Minimum PD 

magnitude 

(pC) 

  101 1001   50 4 

Table 7.15: Simulation results for different samples (When the temperature 

change in the cavity is considered) 

 

For the unidentified patterns, the critical parameters have been shown in Table 7.16. 

In comparison with the other patterns on same samples under the same applied 

voltage, the parameters that related to electron generation rate such as Nes0H, Nes0L 

and τdec for unknown shape PD patterns are much higher. It is because the surface of 

conductivity is increased by degradation processes, which leads to electron 

generation rate increasing by surface emission. Therefore, the effective charge decay 

time constant is also increased because bond breaking of the material caused by 

bombardment of electrons, which result in more electrons detrapping from surface of 

voids. Moreover, according to [8], another explanation can be combined with 

previous explanations. An increase of electronegative gases such as CO2 obtained 

from degradation processes in the voids which may result in greatly increased 

electron attachment [8]. Therefore, the behavior may lead to increase the statistical 

time lag for PD events to occur. However, because much more electrons detrap from 

the surface of voids due to degradation processes, the electronegative gas cannot 
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strongly affect the increase of the electron generation rate. In addition, for the sample 

9, in the end of the degradation processes, the turtle- like pattern in Figure 7.8 has 

been observed, not the unidentified patterns. It is hypothesized that the conducting 

channel leads to make the charge combination and neutralization in the conducting 

channel, which result in lower initial generation rate because a conducting channel 

has been observed to have formed within the sample 9 shown in Figure 5.12.  In 

addition, from the table 7.16, the PD numbers per cycle is lower for sample 6 and 

sample 8. It might be because that the maximum surface conductivity is higher which 

leads to the decrease of probability of the PD occurrence.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 7.16 Definition of parameters used in the simulation for turtle-like patterns 
 

7.2.4   MSE analysis 

The mean square error (MSE) between the simulation and measurement results is 

calculated. The MSE plot for different patterns is shown in figure 7.17. The MSE 

Definition Symbol Different samples Unit 

Sample 

2 

Sample   

6 

Sample  

8 

Sample 

 9 

Initial EGR due 

to surface 
emission 

Nes0L 5500 5000 6500 7000 1/s 

Initial EGR due 
to surface 

emission 

Nes0H 19500 18000 19000 20000 1/s 

EGR due to 
volume 

ionization 

Nev 60 100 50 10 1/s 

Effective 
charge decay 

time constant 

τdec 4e-3 4e-3 4e-3 4e-3 s 

Maximum 
surface 

conductivity on 

degradation 
areas 

σsmax1 1e-3 1e-2 1e-2 1e-3 S/m 

Size of voids d 1.0 1.8 0.9 0.5 mm 

The applied 

voltage 

Uapp 14 17 10 10 kV 
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of all combinations that fall within this range is evaluated in figure 7.10, where the 

least MSE or global minimum is identified. Table 7.17 shows the processes to 

calculate the MSE in detail. 

 

Table 7.17 Numbers of combination values of N es0H, N es0L and N ev 

 

It was found that the global minimum of MSE for rabbit ear PD patterns was found 

in the combination range between 1850 and 1860. The global minimum of MSE 

for turtle like PD patterns was found in the combination range between 1750 and 

1760. The global minimum of MSE for unknown PD patterns was found in the 

combination range between 1890 and 1920. As seen from the Table 7.18, the least 

mse values are small, which indicates the error between measurement results and 

simulation results is small.  

 

  
Least MSE values 

 

                    Sample numbers  

PD patterns Sample 2 Sample 6 Sample 8 Sample 9 

Turtle-like 

patterns 

8.021 8.312 9.908 10.782 14.891 

Rabbit-ear 

patterns 

    12.578    

Unidentified 
patterns 

    9.787 9.667 8.086 9.078 

 

Table 7.18: Least MSE for PD charge magnitude distribution between measurement 

and simulation results for different samples 
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c) 

Figure 7.14. Results from the sensitivity analysis performed to select the best values 

for Nes0H , Nes0L and Nev  a) short- rabbit ear b) bar-like c) turtle-like 

 

In addition, as can be seen from 7.14, the least values are basically similar when the 

Nev is changing every time. Therefore, from the analysis, it can be seen the NesoH 

and NesoL mainly control and adjust the charge magnitude of the PD patterns in the 

simulation. 
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7.3 Summary 

A model for degradation processes on surface of void has been adapted to simulate 

the degradation behaviour observed in the experiments. The simulation data are in 

good agreement compared with the measurement results for the three categories of 

PD patterns. At the beginning of degradation processes, the PD pattern is turtle like 

pattern. However, over time, the rabbit ear pattern appears. An increase of 

electronegative gases such as CO2 obtained from degradation processes in the 

voids which may result in greatly increased electron attachment [8], which leads to 

increase the statistical time lag for PD events occurrence. Therefore, the rabbit  

–ear has a larger charge magnitude at the early phase. However, due to the 

degradation behavior, more electrons and positive ions emit from the surface of 

voids, which results in the increase of electron genera tion rate. Thus, the length of 

rabbit-ear is shorter than the typical rabbit-ear. Furthermore, according to the 

simulation, the unknown PD pattern is caused by a too high surface generation rate 

and higher conductivity on the degradation area, which may be caused by 

bond-breaking of the material. Moreover, the reason why the patterns are 

turtle- like pattern when the sample in Figure 5.12 has been degraded can be 

assumed that a conducting channel has been observed to have formed within the 

sample in Figure 5.12. Thus, the conducting channel leads to make the charge 

combination and neutralization in the conducting channel, which results in lower 

initial generation rate. MSE analysis has been used to aid the selection of 

simulation parameters.   
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Chapter 8 Conclusions and Future   

Work 

 

The images of degraded samples which have experienced long stressing periods 

have been obtained. The surface of the voids has been degraded compared with 

voids which do not experience PD behaviour in voids. In order to identify whether 

the degradation processes are the pre-cursor to development of bow-tie electrical 

trees, nine samples containing degradation areas were then cut open in order to 

provide a surface containing open segments of degradation area or pits. From 

images taken by microscope, blunt pits have occurred in the voids/silicone rubber 

interface. However, authors in [4, 5] describe that sharp pits may occur from 

surface of voids before bow-tie electrical trees grow from voids. Therefore, the pits 

shown in the Figure 5.11.3 may be due to the start of a thermal degradation 

processes. Also, from Figure 5.10.1 to Figure 5.10.3, the three samples were 

experienced different PD levels (1nC, 200pC, 50pC) respectively. From the figures, 

all degraded areas were thermally damaged with a large amount of heat. From 

Figure 5.12, the structure of the degradation area seems like electrical channels.  

After 30 hours, the sample has experienced very low PD with around 10pC, which 

may be reasonable to get rid of thermal damage to formation of electrical trees as 

the electrical trees normally are caused by the bond-break through impinging of 

PD. It can be seen that the channels has been displayed in the Figure 5.12.  

Electrical trees normally grow from a sharp pit at first. However, from the figure, 

the sharp pits cannot be found. In addition, the repeatable experiment for confirm 

the electrical channels caused by PD bombardment cannot obtain the repeated 

results. Therefore, whether the electrical channels were caused by the PD in the 

void cannot be assured. 

 

The SEM technique has been used to identify the degradation processes further. 

For the untested void, the SEM image shows that there are no cracks and 

protrusions on the surface of the void. For the failed void, it can be seen that large 
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protrusions have formed around the edges of the void and these protrusions are 

fairly large in comparison to the other samples are nodular in appearance. For the 

degraded voids, the large cracks and some protrusions appear on the surface of 

most of degraded voids, which indicates the voids have experienced degradation 

processes.   

 

Raman spectroscopy has been used to analyse the chemical content of the 

degradation area on unmicrotomed samples. The presence of carbon in a 

void/silicone rubber interface indicates that a degradation process of the void 

involves the degradation of the bonds between the polymer backbone, which 

consist of silicone and oxygen, and the side groups of the polymer chain that 

contain carbon. Thus, it indicates the pits probably grow from the void. 

Additionally, in all the spectra the typical peaks relating to silicone rubber can be 

seen between 200 and 900 cm-1 and these peaks of most of spectra are 

superimposed on varying degrees of fluorescence. The reason why there appears to 

be little or no fluorescence in some spectra is unclear. However, as the associated 

degradation is a localised phenomenon, the lack of fluorescence could be due to 

the lack of the degradation area below the surface at the points of analysis. 

 

Raman spectroscopy has been used to analyse the chemical content of degradation 

area on microtomed samples as well. Degradation areas, areas close to degradation 

area and areas far from degradation area have been scanned. The Raman results of 

microtomed surface of samples indicates that fluorescence appearing on the 

spectra of degradation areas and areas close to degradation area shows that 

degradation behaviour have taken place on the interface between voids and 

silicone rubber. Moreover, it indicates that the areas close to degradation area have 

been impacted by degradation processes. As same as the unmicrotomed samples, 

some spectra of degradation area do not indicate fluorescence. The reason for this 

is as the same as that for unmicrotomed samples. Additionally, the presence of 

carbon has been found in one sample. It further identifies that pits have grown 

from the void.  

 

The Raman spectroscopy for breakdown epoxy resin containing voids has been 

performed. The spectra obtained from breakdown areas indicate D and G bands of 
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graphitic carbon dominate the spectrum. The presence of carbon in the breakdown 

areas of breakdown samples indicates that a degradation process of the void 

involves the degradation of the bonds between the polymer backbone and the side 

groups of the polymer chain that contain carbon. In addition, in some spectra the 

typical peaks relating to epoxy resin can be seen between 200 and 1300 cm-1, 

which is different from that of silicone rubber and the peaks of all the spectra are 

superimposed on varying degrees of fluorescence. 

 

At early stage of degradation processes, PD patterns can be identified as void 

discharge patterns. At final stage of degradation processes before breakdown, PD 

patterns cannot be assured because different PD patterns have been found. 

Moreover, at final stage of degradation processes, electrical discharge patterns 

have not been found. According to [32], it shows that partial discharge patterns 

from a void is regarded as the rabbit- like or turtle-like pattern and electrical tree 

discharge patterns is regarded as the wing- like pattern. According to observation 

of PD patterns shown in Figure 5.3, these PD patterns of five degraded samples 

are different from electrical tree discharge patterns. Also, they are different from 

typical void discharge patterns called turtle-like or rabbit- like pattern. Therefore, 

the change of PD pattern is probably caused by the change of surface conductivity 

of wall due to chemical modification to surface of voids [10] or increase of 

electronegative gases such as CO2 obtained from degradation processes in the 

voids which results in capability of electron attachment is strong [8]. The 

identification of PD patterns transition during degradation processes for a single 

sample has been performed. As seen from Figure 5.6, it displays high magnitude 

PD (1nC) during degradation processes. However, the degradation area includes 

the thermal damage channel caused by high magnitude PD. High magnitude PD 

may interrupt the formation of electrical trees. From Figure 5.7, it displays lower 

magnitude PD (above 50 pC) during degradation processes. However, as seen 

from the the degraded samples, the degradation behaviour also seems like to be 

caused by thermal damage. The transition of PD patterns for the two samples is 

similar, which is from turtle-like PD patterns to unknown PD patterns. Therefore, 

it can be assumed that the PD transition is similar and PD pattern before 

breakdown is same to the samples which experienced the thermal degradation. In 

addition, the transition of PD patterns is not consistent for the low magnitude of 
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PD in the end of degradation processes. From Figure 5.7, the transition of PD 

patterns is from rabbit ear to turtle like, and to unknown PD patterns. However, the 

transition of PD patterns in Figure 5.8 is from unknown PD patterns to two 

different kinds of turtle-like patterns. The simulation has been used to validate the 

reason of transition of PD patterns obtained from measurement. 

 

A model for degradation processes on surface of void has been adapted to simulate 

the degradation behaviour observed in the experiments. The simulation data are in 

good agreement compared with the measurement results for the three categories of 

PD patterns. At the beginning of degradation processes, the PD pattern is the turtle 

like pattern.  However, over time, the rabbit ear pattern appears. An increase of 

electronegative gases such as CO2 obtained from degradation processes in the 

voids which may result in greatly increased electron attachment [8], which leads to 

increase the statistical time lag for PD events occurrence. Therefore, the rabbit 

–ear has a larger charge magnitude at the early phase. However, due to the 

degradation behavior, more electrons and positive ions emit from the surface of 

voids, which results in the increase of electron generation rate. Thus, the length of 

rrabbit-ear is shorter than the typical rabbit-ear. Furthermore, according to the 

simulation, the unknown PD pattern is caused by a too high surface generation rate 

and higher conductivity on the degradation area, which caused by bond-breaking 

of the material. Moreover, the reason why the patterns are turtle- like pattern when 

the sample has been degraded is that there may be a conducting channel as has 

been seen in microscopy studies.  The conducting channel leads to make the 

charge combination and neutralization in the conducting channel, which results in 

a lower initial generation rate. MSE analysis has been used to aid the selection of 

simulation parameters.  

 

In the future, a Finite Element Analysis (FEA) model representing materia l 

thermal degradation due to PD within a cavity in silicone rubber will be developed 

to increase understanding of insulation breakdown due to PD in void cavities. The 

temperature, electric field, electric current of degradation areas changing with time 

will be presented. Simulation results can be validated through comparison with 

measurement results presented in this thesis.  
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 Appendix A  The Existing Model  

 

A.1 Discharge model and charge magnitude calculation 

 
The existing model was produced in Illias‟s PhD thesis [2]. The description to the 

existing model has been detailed in the appendix A.  PD is caused by the local 

electric field enhancement in the cavity, which is due to the applied electric field 

and surface charges on the cavity surface. In this model in which simulation is 

dynamic, the electric field distribution in the cavity is calculated numerically at 

each time step using FEA method which solves the PDE in Equation 7.4 for the 

time dependent electric field. From the FEA model, in the absence of any PD and  

surface charge, the field distribution in a spherical cavity has been found to be 

uniform. However, for a spherical cavity which is large in diameter compared to 

the thickness of the material, as in Figure 7.1, the field distribution in the whole 

cavity is no longer uniform. The electric field on the cavity surface nearest to the 

electrode is slightly lower than the field at the cavity centre due to the influence of 

the electrode. However, the electric field in the cavity is symmetrical along the r 

and z-axes [110]. Because of this, FEA model is used continuously throughout the 

simulation to calculate the field distribution in the cavity. Symmetry of both the 

electric field and charge distribution in the cavity along the r and z axes is assumed 

before and after the occurrence of a PD. This is obtained in FEA modelling by 

assuming that during a PD event, the whole cavity is influenced. 

 

There are some suggestions made to simplify the model. The discharge model 

does not include details of PD mechanisms which includes the movement of free 

electrons and ions during the electron avalanche propagation in the cavity. These 

parameters influence the characteristics of the cavity surface after each PD but it is 

difficult to assure physical parameters related to the surface.  For this simulation, 

it has been assumed that a simplified PD model is representative of the phenomena 
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and this has been identified using related experimental measurements. 

 

It is assumed that the PD in the cavity will have the characteristics of a steamer 

discharge. Published research has simulated streamer propagation in air by charge 

carriers experiencing drift and diffusion in the electric field [111]. The 

development of partial discharge has been modelled by [112, 113] as well. 

However, a detailed mechanism of streamer propagation is not modelled in this 

work because the parameters are only related to PD phase and charge magnitude 

only.  Discharge is assumed to influence the whole spherical cavity and is 

assumed to occur only along the cavity symmetry axis. Thus, only the field in the 

cavity centre at an instantaneous time, t, Ecav(t) is extracted from the FEA model 

and it is a function of time only. 

 

   A.1.1    Cavity conductivity 

 

When partial discharge is modelled dynamically, the discharge event can be 

indicated by changing the state of the cavity from that of non-conducting to 

conducting.  This can be simulated by increasing the cavity conductivity from its 

initial conductivity when there is no discharge, σcav0 to maximum cavity 

conductivity, σcavmax during the discharge event. σcavmax is the cavity conductivity 

which leads to the field in the cavity centre,  Ecav(t) to decrease until it becomes 

less than the extinction field,  Eext  during the discharge process.  The value for 

the maximum cavity conductivity during PD, σcavmax, can be estimated using the 

electron conductivity in the plasma because the conductivity due to ions is 

assumed to be negligible. The electron conductivity in the plasma, σe is calculated 

using [13] 
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where αe is the coefficient related to electron energy distribution and mean free 

path (~0.85), e is the electric charge of the electron, me is the electron mass, λe is 
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the electron mean free path (~4 um), ce is the electron thermal velocity 

(~3×108ms−1) and Ne is the electron density, which is defined as  
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where q/e is the number of electrons in the streamer channel, q is the total charge 

in the streamer channel and r is the cavity radius. For estimation of σcavmax, q in 

Equation A.2 is taken as the maximum charge magnitude determined from analysis 

of the measurement results, qmax. During discharge, the current through the cavity, 

Icav(t) increases from zero until a certain maximum value but Ecav(t) starts to 

decrease. After that, Icav(t) starts to decrease whilst Ecav(t) keeps decreasing.  

Discharge stops when the field in the cavity, Ecav(t) drops to less than the 

extinction field, Eext. After PD is over, the conductivity is reset to its initial values 

and current in the cavity becomes zero. 

 

 

   A.1.2    PD charge magnitude 

 

In this model, because the discharge process is modelled dynamically, the charge 

magnitude can be calculated numerically. The real and apparent charge magnitudes, 

qPD are calculated by time integration of current, I(t) flowing through the cavity 

(boundary 6 in Figure 7.3) and through the ground electrode (boundary 2 in Figure 

7.3) during the PD time interval, where 

 

                            dttIq
PD

)(                           (A.3) 

 

The current, I, through the ground electrode is calculated by integration of current 

density, J over the ground electrode surface area, where J depends on the electric 

field distribution. Because the electric field distribution on the ground electrode is 

not uniform due to the presence of the cavity, the field distribution in the whole 

cavity and material is calculated using the FEA method to determine the PD 
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apparent charge magnitude. 

 

A.2    Modelling of temporal temperature and pressure change 

 

After a PD event, the temperature in the cavity will have increased due to the 

electron ionization process.  However, in other previous PD models, the influence 

of temperature change in the cavity on PD activity has not been considered [114]. 

 

   A.2.1    Cavity temperature dependent using FEA model 

 

After a PD event, the temperature in the cavity have increased due to the electron 

ionization process. The hot gas due to the discharge is assumed to form a spherical 

shape in order to simplify the model. From the FEA model, the temperature in the 

whole cavity immediately after the first PD is uniform as the PD affects the whole 

cavity. However, a certain time after a PD has occurred, the temperature 

distribution in the cavity becomes non-uniform but is symmetrical along the cavity 

symmetry axis.  The distribution is obtained from the FEA model. The 

temperature at the cavity centre is the highest and is the lowest at the region near 

the cavity surface as the heat dissipation near the cavity surface is greater through 

the surrounding material. Thus, the temperature in the cavity immediately after the 

next PD occurs is no longer uniform but symmetrical along the symmetry axis 

because the temperature distribution is influenced by the previous PD event. It can 

be assumed that the highest temperature is influencing the occurrence of a PD, 

only the temperature in the cavity centre is assumed to affect the inception field in 

the cavity, which is denoted as Tcav(t, 0, 0), where (0,0) is the location of the cavity 

centre in the model. 

 

In this model, all energy released from discharge is assumed to be in the form of 

heat energy. Thus, during a PD event, the heat source density in the whole cavity, 

Qcav from Equation A.4 is increased from zero while the heat source density in the 
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material, Qmat is always set to zero.  The increase in Qcav causes Tcav(t, 0, 0) to 

increase.  Discharge is modelled by changing the state of the cavity from that of 

non-conducting to conducting, which causes current to flow in the cavity. Because 

the electric field along the r-axes is very near to uniform, discharge channels can 

be assumed to be in the form of a cylindrical channels. Thus, Qcav(t) can be 

calculated using [115] 
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                       (A.4) 

 

where Jcav(t) is the current density in the middle of the cavity during discharge and 

Ecav(t) is the field in the cavity centre. Jcav(t) and Ecav(t) are calculated from 

Equation 7.4.  Equation A.4 indicates the specific heat power of heat released due 

to the electric current in the discharge channel.  After a PD event, Q cav(t) is reset 

to zero. Thus, the coupled equations allow the electric potentials and temperature 

to be determined for a set of given boundary conditions at each time step instant. 

 

   A.2.2    Temperature dependence of inception and extinction fields 

 

During a discharge event, Tcav(tn, r, z) increases from its previous value, Tcav(tn-1, r, 

z), where n is the nth time step and r and z are the locations in the cavity.  The 

rise of Tcav(tn, r, z) may cause the pressure in the cavity, p(tn, r, z) to increase from 

its previous value, p(tn-1, r, z).  It can be assumed that the cavity volume is 

constant, the changes of the number of gas molecules in the cavity after each PD is 

negligible and the gas in the cavity is assumed as an ideal gas, the new pressure in 

the cavity at the current time step t, p(tn, r, z) is calculated using 
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The inception field, Einc is defined as the minimum electric field in the cavity that a 

discharge can occur, which relies on the cavity pressure and cavity diameter.  It is 

assumed that the inception field is dependent on the temperature in the cavity 
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centre, Tcav(t, 0, 0) and the initial temperature in the cavity is the same as the 

material temperature. Using the obtained measurement data of Einc as a function of 

temperature in the cavity, Tcav in the experiment, the best fit function that can be 

used to represent this relationship as a function of time, t is 
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                   (A.6) 

 

where κ and χ are constants in kV·mm respectively, determined from the 

experiment. Thus, Einc(t) changes from the initial cavity inception field, Einc0 when 

the temperature in the cavity changes with time. Einc0 is equal to the field in the 

cavity when the inception voltage from the measurement is reached. In the model, 

Einc0 depends on the cavity diameter, d because it has been assumed that discharge 

only take places along the symmetry axis of the cavity, where the distance over the 

cavity symmetry axis is the cavity diameter. The pressure in the cavity may also 

determine the extinction field, Eext because it controls the streamer propagation 

field, where discharge is restricted at a higher field in the cavity at higher pressure 

[114]. It can be assumed that Eext is approximately proportional to the cavity 

pressure, if Eext0 is the extinction field in the cavity centre at the initial cavity 

pressure, p0, Eext(t) at an instantaneous time t is estimated as 
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The temperature in the cavity will decay towards the initial temperature after a PD 

occurs.  As the temperature is calculated numerically using the FEA method, 

there is no need to set any temperature decay time constant because the 

temperature decreases when the heat source density, Qcav(t) is reset to zero 

following a PD event. Therefore, this method can be considered as an alternative 

approach to a previous model which uses a lower probability of PD occurrence as 

the temperature on the cavity surface is higher than the initial temperature [116].  

   A.2.3   Thermal properties of the cavity and material 

The thermal properties of the cavity can also be set as temperature and pressure 

dependent. It can be assumed the gas content in the cavity is air, the thermal 
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properties of the cavity can be assumed to have air thermal properties. The 

temperature in the cavity relies on the cavity density, ρcav, specific heat capacity, 

Ccav, thermal conductivity, kcav and heat source density, Q, where these parameters 

depends on the pressure and temperature in the cavity. Using curve fitting 

technique on the given data sets of air temperature, pressure, specific heat capacity, 

thermal conductivity and density from [117, 118], the simplest functions that can 

be used to indicate the cavity thermal properties, as a function of time, temperature 

and pressure are where Tcav(t, r, z) and p(t, r, z) are the temperature and pressure in 

the cavity at an instantaneous time, t. The mass density, specific heat capacity and 

thermal conductivity of the dielectric material are regarded as independent of the 

temperature because the temperature range used in the experiment is only 20
。
C. 

Therefore, variation in the silicone rubber thermal properties can be assumed to be 

minimal and can be neglected in the model. From analysis using the FEA model, 

the temperature distribution in the cavity is not influenced by a small variation in 

these silicone rubber thermal properties. As there is a wide variation of the thermal 

properties values for silicone rubber because of variation of silicone components, 

their thermal properties are assigned using values found in [110], where those 

values are for the pressure and temperature of the material at 100 kPa and 20
。
C. 

Therefore; 
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A.3    Charge decay through surface conduction 

 

The assumption of charge decay through conduction along the cavity wall is 

reasonable as the amount of charge trapped in the cavity is time dependent. During 

the discharge process, when the first layer of charge arrives on the cavity surface  

before being trapped, it expels oncoming charge, and increases their landing time.  

Therefore, it can be assumed that repelled charges might remain on the cavity 

surface for a certain period of time or may move along the cavity wall before 

being trapped in a surface state. The influence will be significant if the cavity 

surface time constant is less than the period of the applied voltage [119]. After a 

PD, any charges that still remain free on the cavity surface will decay through 

conduction along the cavity wall before the next PD event occurs, leading to 

charge recombination. This surface charge decay can be simulated using a 

field-dependent cavity surface conductivity, which relies on free charge movement 

along the cavity wall through surface conduction. The movement of these charges 

is assumed to be dependent on the magnitude and direction of the electric field in 

the cavity center, Ecav(t) and the electric field due to the cavity surface charge, 

Es(t). 

 

Since the charge movement along the cavity wall is modelled associated with the 

direction of field in the cavity centre, Ecav(t) and field due to surface charge, Es(t), 

Es(t) needs to be calculated in the model.  Es(t) is calculated using 
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Some PD charges will be trapped in surface states and some may remain on the 

cavity surface. In this model, field due to surface charge immediately after a 

previous PD occurrence, EsPD(tPD) is assumed as sum of field due to trapped charge, 

EstrapPD(tPD) and field due to free surface charge, EsfreePD(tPD), where tPD is the time 

of the previous PD occurrence. It is assumed that free surface charge which 

remains on the cavity wall do not become trapped in surface states to simplify the 

model. The amount of free surface charge after a PD, q sfreePD(tPD) can be calculated 
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from the FEA model by integration of field displacement, D over the upper cavity 

surface area, such that 
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             (A.10) 

 

 

where Dz(up) and Dz(down)  are the upper and lower side of the upper cavity surface. 

Thus, the field due to free surface charge immediately after a PD event, EsfreePD(tPD) 

can be calculated using where qtotalPD(tPD) is the total PD real charge up to time (tPD) 

and its equivalent field is EsPD(tPD). It is calculated using 
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where m is the number of PD events and q(PD)i is PD real charge magnitude of i-th 

PD event. Therefore, the field due to trapped charge immediately after a PD takes 

place is 
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When Es(t) reaches EstrapPD(tPD) during surface charge decay, no more surface 

charge can decay through conduction along the cavity wall. 
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The surface charge decay rate through conduction along the cavity wall depends 

on the field on the cavity surface, Eons(t) and the temperature on the cavity surface, 

Tons(t) because σs is strongly dependent on the cavity environment and the material 

[120]. When Eons(t) and Tons(t) are larger, kinetic energy for surface charge is 

higher; the charge movement along the cavity wall faster, leading to increased 

charge decay rate through charge recombination. 
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Therefore, when the directions of Ecav(t) and Es(t) are the same at an instantaneous 

time t and Es(t) is larger than EstrapPD(tPD), the surface conductivity, σs is increased 

from initial surface conductivity value, σs0 to model the charge movement through 

conduction along the cavity wall [121].  In the simplest case it might represent 

the surface conductivity, σs(t) at each time step using [122] 
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where α is the stress coefficient and β is the thermal coefficient for the cavity 

surface conductivity. From Equation A.14, σs(t) may increase to a very high value 

due to the increasing Eons(t). For avoiding numerical convergence problems in the 

simulation, σs(t) is limited by a maximum cavity surface conductivity, σsmax, which 

is defined as the maximum conductivity that can be reached by the cavity surface. 

However, when the direction of Ecav(t) is opposite of Es(t), σs(t) is set to initial 

surface conductivity, σs0 because there is no charge movement along the cavity 

wall. 

A.4    Initial electron generation 

 

For initiating a PD in a cavity after the inception field has been exceeded, an initial 

free electron is required for electron avalanche generation. The supply of free 

electrons determines the characteristics of PD activity which includes phase and 

charge magnitude of PD occurrences, the numbers of PD per cycle and the total 

charge magnitude per cycle. The sources of initial electron generation rate are 

volume ionization and surface emission [121-124]. 

 

   A.4.1   Total electron generation rate 

 

A simple term is used in the model to describe the electron generation rate 

equation in order to reduce the use of physical parameters of the material 

properties. When the field in the cavity centre, Ecav(t) exceeds the inception field, 
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Einc(t) at an instantaneous time, t, PD may occur in the cavity if there is a free 

electron in the cavity to start an avalanche. The amount of free electrons available 

in the cavity to start a PD is simulated using the total electron generation rate 

(EGR), Net(t) which is defined as the number of free electrons created in the cavity 

per unit time. It is assumed as the sum of EGR due to surface emission, Nes(t) and 

EGR due to volume ionization, Nev, where 
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As discharge has been assumed to occur only along the cavity symmetry axis, Net(t) 

becomes a function of time only. 

 

    A.4.2    Electron generation rate due to surface emission 

 

It is assumed that electron generation rate due to surface emission, N es(t) is 

dominated by charge detrapping from the cavity surface, which is from the charge 

that has been trapped in the cavity surface from previous PD event. The amount of 

charge that can be detrapped for a PD probably to occur is dependent on the charge 

magnitude of the previous PD. Therefore, initially, Net(t) only depends on Nev, 

which is a constant. After the first PD takes place, Net(t) depends on both Nes(t) and 

Nev. 

 

Using a simple model to describe a PD behaviour, Nes(t) is defined as the number 

of free electrons created in the cavity per unit time through surface emission. If 

Nes0 is the number of free electrons created in the cavity per unit time at the initial 

inception field, Einc0, then, the number of free electrons generated in the cavity per 

unit time for a PD is probably to occur due to the previous PD occurrence can be 

defined as 
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where Ecav(tPD) is the field in the cavity of the previous PD occurrence at a time tPD. 

However, the amount of charge, NPD that can be detrapped through surface 

emission for a PD is possible to occur after a time interval after the previous PD 

occurred, decays with time. The charge is assumed to decay into deeper traps 

exponentially with time and the decay rate is controlled by the effective charge 

decay time constant, τdec. Charges that have decayed no longer is useful to the 

initial electron generation because charges in deeper traps are harder to detrap [26]. 

Although surface charge decays, the potential due to surface charge is assumed 

constant because charge near to the cavity surface still contributes to the potential 

of the surface charge. 

 

The electron generation rate due to surface emission has been expressed as a 

function which increases with increasing electric field and temperature of the 

material [125]. Thus, for avoiding the use of parameters that are difficult to be 

determined, it is assumed that the EGR due to surface emission, Nes(t) increases 

exponentially with the field in the cavity, Ecav(t) and material temperature, Tmat. 

This is based on the assumption that surface emission is affected by the electric 

field and material temperature. Therefore, the complete equation of Nes(t) for a PD 

is probably to occur, through considering the charge decay effect since the 

previous PD occurrence and the field and temperature dependent terms, can be 

defined as 
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            (A.17) 

 

where τdec is the effective charge decay time constant and Tamb is the ambient 

temperature. Ecav(t)/Einc0 and Tmat/Tamb indicates a simplified field and temperature 

dependency. For the purpose of simulation, Tamb is assumed to be 293 K as a 

reference for simulation at different material temperatures, Tmat and this 

temperature has been used to the measurement of PD activity.  

 

The value for Nes0 is subdivided into Nes0L which is used when the polarity of Ecav(t) 

changes after previous PD event and Nes0H when there is no polarity change 

between consecutive discharges. This is based on the assumption that when the 
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polarity of the field in the cavity, Ecav(t) changes between PD events, the cavity 

surface work function is higher when detrapping electrons from a negative cavity 

surface charge than from a positive cavity surface charge [117]. Nes0 can be defined 

as 
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where EPD1 and EPD2 are field in the cavity of previous and current PD event. The 

exponential charge decay term in Equation A.18 is similar to the term used in 

equation for surface charge decay through volume conduction in the material. If 

the solid dielectric is assumed to be a non-dispersive, homogenous, isotropic 

material, has an instantaneous polarization, a constant permittivity ε rmat and a 

constant conductivity σmat, a simple surface charge decay model can be obtained 

by neglecting the space charge effects [126]. Thus, from Equation A.19, the 

solution obtained is 
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where V0(t) is the potential at time zero and τmat is equal to εmat/σmat is the material 

time constant. τmat determines the surface charge decay rate through volume 

conduction in the material. 

    A.4.3   Electron generation rate due to volume ionization 

 

When there is no initial free electrons from the cavity surface to initiate a PD, free 

electrons may also come from volume ionization, which is assumed to be always 

available in the cavity. The EGR due to volume ionization, Nev has been defined as 

dependent on pressure in the cavity, cavity volume and applied voltage amplitude 

[114].  There are many physical parameters related to volume ionization, such as 

the radiative cosmic, radioactive quantum flux density and pressure reduced gas 

density. For simplifying the term for Nev, Nev is modeled as a constant number, 

which indicates the number of free electrons created in the cavity per unit time 
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through volume ionization. Its value may vary associated with the applied stress 

and cavity conditions. 

 

    A.4.4   Probability of a PD occurrence 

 

For considering the statistical time lag effect on PD to reproduce the PD repetition 

rate and phase and charge magnitude distributions of the measurement results, a 

probability is used to determine the likelihood of a PD occurring.  The probability 

of a PD occurrence, P(t) is set as proportional as the total electron generation rate, 

Net(t) and the time stepping interval during no PD event, Δt, 
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When the field in the cavity exceeds the inception field level, P (t) is calculated and 

compared with a random number, R that is between 0 and 1. As long as P is greater 

than R, a discharge will occur. When P will larger than 1, PD is always occur. 

A.5     Design simulation program in MATLAB 

   A.5.1   Value assignment for electron generation rate parameters 

 

Referring to Table A.1, parameters related to electron generation rate, i.e. Nes0H, 

Nes0L and Nev do not represent the real value of physical properties of the dielectric 

material. Their values are representive of the initial electron generation rate that 

changes with applied stress and cavity condition. 

 

The values of Nes0H, Nes0L and Nev are dependent on each other. Unsuitable choice 

of values will lead to significant error between measurement and simulation results.  

For example, if the electron generation rate is set too high, the PD patterns of the 

simulation will not be comparable to the measured patterns and the simulated 

number of PDs per cycle will be too large. However, if the electron generation rate 
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is set too low, it will lead to no PD occurring at all for many voltage cycles, 

consequently leading to a very low simulated number of PDs per cycle. Therefore, 

a sensitivity analysis was performed to select the optimum values of Nes0H, Nes0L 

and Nev.  

 

The sensitivity analysis for the selection of Nes0H, Nes0L and Nev values was 

performed using an optimization method once other parameter values in Table A.1 

had been determined. Figure A.1 details the algorithm used for the sensitivity 

analysis to choose the best fit value for these parameters. For each different 

combination of Nes0H, Nes0L and Nev, the total mean square error (MSE) between 

simulation and measurement of Hn(υ) and total charge vs. phase distribution, Hqs(υ) 

was calculated. Initially, Nes0H, Nes0L and Nev were defined with small values. 

 

The optimization uses the initial values and Nes0H is increased until the global 

minimum from the MSE vs. Nes0H curve is identified. After that, the value for Nes0L 

is increased and the simulation is running again with initial value of Nes0H. Nes0H is 

increased until the global minimum from the MSE vs. Nes0H curve is identified. The 

value for Nes0L and Nes0H is reinitialized.   

 

 

The simulation is run until the global minimum from the MSE vs. Nes0L curve is 

identified.  Once it has been identified, the value for Nev is increased and the 

values for Nes0L and Nes0H are reinitialized. The whole process above is repeated 

and only stops once the global minimum from the MSE vs. Nev curve is identified. 

The values for Nes0H, Nes0L and Nev at that point give the best simulation results 

when compared to measurement data. 

 

    A.5.2   Flowcharts of the test program 

 

The FEA model is used in parallel with MATLAB programming code, which is 

divided into several parts; loops over time, a discharge event, calculation of initial 

free electron generation to start an electron avalanche, surface charge decay model, 
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determination of temperature in the cavity, graphical user interfaces (GUI) and 

post-processing of simulation results. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

       

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table A.1 Stress and cavity condition -dependent parameters 
 

Definition Symbol Unit 

Temperature of the 

material 

Tmat K 

Cavity diameter d mm 

Dielectric material 

thickness 

hmat mm 

Applied frequency f Hz 

Applied voltage 

amplitude 

Uapp kV 

Initial pressure in the 

cavity 

P0 kPa 

Maximum cavity 

surface conductivity 

σsmax Sm-1 

Measured inception 

voltage 

Uincapp kV 

Initial cavity 

inception field 

Einc0 kV.mm-1 

Initial cavity 

extinction field 

Eext0 kV.mm-1 

Higher initial EGR 

due to surface 

emission 

Nes0H s-1 

Lower initial EGR 

due to surface 

emission 

Nes0L s-1 

Electron generation 

rate due to volume 

ionization 

Nev s-1 
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Figure A.1 Flowchart of sensitive analysis for parameter values determination 
 

 

Figure A.2 to Figure A.4 show flowcharts of the main code and functions used in 

the main code. Firstly, the workspace in MATLAB is cleared. Then, all constants, 

variables and parameters that are used in the simulation are defined and initialized. 

For creating friendly simulation environment, some GUIs are introduced before 

the simulation. The first GUI allows user to key in the dimensions of the cavity. 

The next GUI allows user to key in all input data for simulation, such as the 

applied frequency, applied voltage amplitude and numbers of cycles to simulate. 

Next, the model geometry is meshed and initialized. Boundary and subdomain 

settings are assured with parameters that have been chosen. The model is then 

solved using initial condition values. 

 

After that, the main loop commences. At each time step, the code interacts with the 

FEA model. Boundary and subdomains are updated and the model is solved for 

electric potential and temperature using the FEA method. The temperature in the 

cavity, Tcav is extracted from the model to update the pressure in the cavity, which 

is used to update the inception field, Einc. The field in the cavity, Ecav obtained from 

the model is compared with the field due to surface charge, Es. If the polarity of 

Ecav is the same with Es, the cavity surface conductivity, σs, is increased to model 
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the charge decay through surface conduction. Moreover, σs is maintained at its 

initial value, σs0 and σs1. The cavity surface temperature is also extracted to update 

the value of σs. However, if the polarity of Ecav is opposite to Es, the surface 

conductivity is set to its initial value. Then, Ecav is compared with Einc. If Ecav is 

higher than Einc, the total electron generation rate, Net is calculated. Then a 

probability, P of a PD occurrence is calculated using Equation A.20 and compared 

with a random number, R which is within 0 to 1. If P is greater than R, discharge is 

set to occur. Otherwise, the status is set to a no discharge condition and the 

programme goes to the next time step. 

 

Once discharge is set to take place in the cavity, the electric equipotential line, 

electric field and temperature distributions in the model immediately before the 

first PD are stored. Then, the cavity conductivity is increased. The parameter 

values for boundary and subdomains are updated and the electric field and the 

current are extracted from the model.  At the same time, the heat source density 

in the cavity is increased to allow the temperature to increase. Discharge stops 

when Ecav drops below the extinction field, Eext. In addition, the program keeps 

extracting the electric field and the current at each time step during the PD. When 

discharge stops, the cavity conductivity and the heat source density in the cavity 

are reset to their initial values and the program proceeds to next time step. The 

phase of PD occurrence and charge magnitude are saved in the workspace. The 

electric equipotential line, electric field and temperature distributions in the model 

immediately after the first PD are also stored. 

 

The cycle repeats until a specified number of cycles are reached. The code then 

calculates the number of PDs per cycle, the mean, minimum and maximum charge 

magnitudes. PD phase and charge magnitude distributions, 2D PRPD pa ttern and 

3D υ-q-n plot are obtained.   
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Figure A.2: Flowchart of the ‟Process‟ function[2] 

 

 

Figure A.3: Flowchart of the ‟CheckPD‟ function [2]. 
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Figure A.4: Flowchart of the main code in MATLAB[2]. 
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